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This paper is a proof of the following theorem: 
Here w” denotes the ordinal exponentiation of the ordinal o to the power W, 
and the arrow notation means the following: Let the set of all (non-ordered) 
pairs of elements from ww be divided into two classes R and B. Then either 
there is a subset X of w” with three elements such that all pairs from X belong 
to R, or else there exists a subset X of w” with order type ~0 (the ordering on X 
is inherited from w”) such that all pairs from X belong to B. 
This paper is a proof of the following theorem: 
THJKIREM. OY’ -+ (ww, 3)2. 
Here o” denotes the ordinal exponentiation of the ordinal w  to the 
power w, and the arrow notation (see [l]) means the following: Let the 
set of all (non-ordered) pairs of elements from ww be divided into two classes 
R and B. Then either there is a subset X of COO with three elements such that 
all pairs from X belong to R, or else there exists a subset X of CO” with 
order type ww (the ordering on X is inherited from w”) such that all pairs 
from X belong to B. There are also graph-theoretic formulations of the 
result. The ordering on ww is exactly the same as the lexicographic ordering 
of all finite sequences of natural numbers (first by length). The theorem 
appears as Problem 7 in the paper of ErdBs and Hajnal [I], where they 
also give a brief history of earlier results. We have used in the proof the 
following result of ErdSs: OJ*~+~ - (~+l, 4)2 (see $3.2 of [l]). 
* The research and preparation of this paper was partially supported by NSF grant 
GP-8827 and by Paul Erdos. 
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The proof of the theorem given here is long and complicated. We would 
be interested in knowing whether the proof can be substantially sh0rtened.l 
The methods used in the following sections will yield, when properly 
used, other known (positive) results involving the + notation and 
countable ordinals. We believe that it can also be used to settle some of 
the unknown problems. Two representative problems are? 
CP 3 (cow, 4)s ? 
ww= -+ (w~“, 3)2 if cr<o,? 
0. STATEMENTS OF LEMMAS THAT LEAD TO THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Preliminary Definitions and Notation 
We shall be concerned with well-ordered countable sets 
w 0 1 &2 ) w ) . . . , , . . . , &l 
and their subsets X, Y, 2, etc. 1 X 1 denotes the order type of the set 
X, XC, Y denotes that XC Y (X is a subset of Y) and 1 X 1 = 0”. If 
X, , m < w, are disjoint ordered sets then the (infinite) ordered sum 
x=~x,=x,+x,+-~+x,+-~ 7n 
is defined in the usual manner. Quite often, when we know that 
I X I = oP+~, we shall assume that X is already written as X = CmX,,, 
when each 1 X, 1 = 0. We also let (X), denote the (infinite) partial sum 
ma= c .xn=x*+x*+1+*-. ma2 
So, if 1 X ) = mn+l, then I X, / = an and I(X), I = uP+~. We follow 
a similar convention as regards sets X where I X 1 = ww. That is, we write 
x=&GL, each I X, j = UP, 
m 
and 
032 = 2 -La, each I(X), 1 = OP. 
ma 
1 E. C. Milner has written me that he has obtained a proof of w” -+ (w”, mP, m < w, 
using the methods of this paper. He has also found a somewhat simpler proof of the 
normal form lemma. 
Added in proof March 15, 1972: Jean Larson has obtained a shorter proof of the 
author’s and Mimer’s results. This proof is a part of her Ph.D. thesis, Dartmouth 
College, 1972. 
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In order to save on notation, we shall frequently identify a set X with its 
order type 1 X 1, that is, instead of stating facts about a set X of type mn 
we shall simply state them as facts about CLP. For example, we shall write 
and 
(Wn+l)q = c 4, 
ma 
(wqq = c urn. 
ma 
In the above expressions, W: is the mth block of type w” in the decom- 
position of ufl+l, and CLP is the mm block of type wm in the decomposition 
of w*. 
Elements k E C# are identified with n-tuples of natural numbers 
k = (knk,-l .a. k,) = ~#--l . k, + ..a + w  * k, + kl . The ordering in- 
duced by UP on its elements k, I is of course simply the lexicographic 
ordering on n-tuples 
(kn e.0 kJ and (Z, *** 1,). 
Given a tuple (k, *.* ki) of natural numbers considered as an initial 
segment of k = (kn +.* k3, we define two natural numbers (assuming 
always that II 2 i > 1) 
(kn ***ki)” =kqg+k,-,+*.*+ks, 
(k, -a* k$ = k, + .*. + kl + (n - i). 
If k is understood, we shall write &i for (k, *.* ki)” and L, for (k, *.* ki)^. 
Note that the function A is defined in the context of k E UP. That is, if 
i~~*andI=(I,,, *.*I&then,for 1 <j<m, 
lj=l,+*‘*+ljp 
Zj = I, + .‘* + lj + (m -,j). 
The function - is non-decreasing, 
Ii, < i&-l < **a Q El ) 
and the function h is strictly increasing, 
These two functions will help us immensely in our proof. In case IZ = 0, 
say k E w”, it will help to uniformize our notation if we define k = 0 and 
6=-l. 
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Given ordered sets X of type mn and Y of type w”, with X n Y = 0, 
we say that the direct product 
xx Y={(k,I):kEX,lEY} 
is an array of type un x urn. To save on indexing and reindexing, we 
sometimes refer to the product UP x urn as an array. In using this notation 
we shall assume that none of the n-tuples (k, *** k,) E an are identmed 
with the m-tuples (l, a-* 1,) E UP, even if m = n. The point is that we are 
using the n-tuple k = (k, *-a k3 only as a convenient handle for the kth 
point in a set of type w”. Similarly we consider arrays of type UP x ww. 
Notice that an array w”+r x UP is the disjoint union of the following 
subarrays: 
The starting point of the theorem is that 
[cowl2 C R u B, 
or, every line joining two distinct points in ow is colored either R for red 
or B for blue. This means that any array X x Y of subsets 1, Y of w” 
will also receive a coloring, putting (k, l) in R or in B if {k, Z} is in R or in B, 
so 
Xx YCRuB. 
We shall now describe some standard forms for arrays of types UP x wm, 
gn+l x 00. The definitions of these forms are tedious, but they are 
essential to the proof. 
Dejinition of Normal Forms 
Let 0: denote the set of all non-increasing n-tuples of natural numbers 
between m and 0. So 
Di, = @I, for all m, 
D; = ((0 *a* 0)}, for all n > 0, 
and, in general, if n # 0, m # 0: 
Let NFZ denote the set of all functions C : 0: + {R, B}. We shall 
identify NP, = NFZ = {R, B), for all m and all n > 0. Note that 
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both 0: and NFZ are finite. Let NFZ denote the set of all sequences 
C = (C, : m E w) such that C,, E NFEz for all nz, i.e., 
Given k E an and I E urn, we shall define an element d(k, 1) of 0: 
as follows: d(k, I) is the n-tuple (d, -.. dI) where, for 1 <‘j < n, 
d, = the greatest p such that & < i, if such a p 2 1 exists, 
3 I 0, otherwise. 
(If n = 0, d(k, I) = 0; if n > 0 and m = 0, d(k, l) = (0 *-* O).) Since 
the sequence d(k, I) is indeed non-increasing and it measures the “progress” 
of the sequence of &‘s in the sequence of lj’s. 
The array tin x urn is in normal form iff there is a function C E NFZ 
such that for all k E un and all I E w”, 
(k, 4 E CW, 0). 
In this case we say that the normal form is given by C. 
The array d+l x ww is in normalform iff there is a function C E NFz+’ 
such that for all m, 
(i) the array (&+l), x wm. is in normal form given by C, , and 
(ii) the array wk x (~‘)~+r C B. 
We say that w”+l x ww is in the normal form given by C. If an array 
is in normal form, then the color of every pair (k, Z) is determined. Note 
that in the computation of the color of (k, Z) for k E (~~+l)~ and 1 E urn, 
in clause (i), we must reindex the set (~~+l)~ in the natural way first. That 
is, the (k,,, *se k,)th point of (~*+l)~ is the (m + k,+I, k, ,..., k,)th 
point of un+l. 
Dejinition of Super Forms 
Because the set NFE+’ is infinite, we shall need an even better normal 
form for arrays of type w  n+l x ww. As we have observed, the sequence 
d(k, Z) measures the way in which the sequence of &‘s meshes in with the 
sequence of fj’s. It turns out that we can do a little better by letting the 
color of (k, Z) be determined by a somewhat coarser sequence than the 
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sequence d(k, 1). Roughly speaking, the new sequence e(k, I> will tell us 
not whether a particular & lies between i,,, and %, , 
but whether one of the following things has happened between the numbers 
Zj+l and 5 : 
there is no i, such that &+, < 2, < R;; 
there is an %, such that Ej+, < i, < 5 but S < i,; 
21 < Aj e 
In our definition of e(k, 1) we shall use the symbols S, J, and J* to indicate, 
respectively, the three types of events occurring above. Let En denote 
the set of all n-tuples e = (e, ... el) of symbols S, J, J* such that 
if some ej = J*, then all ei = J* for all i < j. 
Let Gn denote the set of all functions C : En -+ {R, B}. Finally, let SF” 
(we shall only be concerned with n > 0) be the set 
SF” = {C E Gn : for all e, e’ E En if e and e’ differ only in 
that e, = S and ell’ = J, then C(e) = C(e’)}. 
Note that G” has 2@“+l-l) elements and SFn has 22” elements. Given 
kEc# (n > 0) and 1 EW”’ (m > 0) we define the sequence e(k,l) E En 
as follows: let 
d(k, 1) = (d, --* dI). 
If m = 0, define e(k, 1) = (J* -a* J*). Assume that m 2 1. We first define 
e, = S, if d,,=m; 
e, = J, if m>d,,>I; 
e, = J*, if 1 > d, . 
Suppose that n 2 j > 1 and e, , e,-, ,.,., ei have been defined. We define 
e3-l = S, if dj = dieI and ej # J*; 
e3-, = J, if dj > dj-1 > 1 and ej # J*; 
e3-l = J*, if either 1 > dj-1 or ej = J*. 
As this definition is somewhat obtuse, we shall give a brief description 
in words as to what happens. (We suppose that n > 1 and m 2 1.) Given 
k E UP, I E wm, consider first the sequences 
km < 5-1 < **- < &, 
i, < i,-, c --- x 2,. 
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We start with 
e, = S, if L ti. n 1 mr 
e, = J, if i,<Fi,<i,; 
e, = J*, if i<&. 
Now assume that e, ,..,, ei are defined. Then 
e+r = S, if there is no f, such that s ,< ii < &, and e, # J*; 
eddl = J, if there is an ii such that & ,< ii < 5-t , 5-r < i, , 
and ei # J*; 
ejMl = J* if either & < 5-, or e, = J”. 
(For the discerning reader, S = stay, J = jump, J* = jump to con- 
clusion.) 
The array UJ*+~ x UP is in super form iff there is a function C E SFn+l 
such that for all k E UP+~ and all I E urn, the color of (k, l) is given by 
C(e(k, Z)). We say that the array ~n+l x r.um is in the super form given by C. 
The array @+l x w” is in super form iff there is a function C E SFn+’ 
such that for all m, 
(i) the array (QP+~)~ x wm is in super form given by C, and 
(ii) the array ~2 x (ow),+r C B. 
We point out that the color of every pair (k, I) in a super form is deter- 
mined. If Q+l x UP is in super form C and C = B, then un+l x ow C B. 
We shall say that an array wn+l x w” can be reduced to normal (super) 
form iff there are XC un+l, Y C ww such that 1 X [ = ~*+l, 1 Y 1 = UP 
and X x Y is in normal (super) form. 
We need just one more definition before we can start discussing the 
lemmas and the proof of the theorem. 
Let C, , C, E SF”+l and C, 9 B. We say that the relation C, --f C, 
holds iff the following conditions are satisfied: (Intuitively, C, + C, 
means that, in some sense, C, is a bluer form than C, .) Given e, B E ZP+l, 
we say that e 3 2 iff the number of J’s in (e, -0. e,) is 2 the number of J’s 
in (2, *.* 2,). C, + C, denotes the following: 
ife >, Z and C,(S) = R, then C,(e) = B. 
Notice that the definitions of e > S and C, -+ C, are independent of the 
elements e,,, and Zn+l . Also, the definitions make perfect sense when 
n = 0. It just means that the relation 2 holds between all members of 
El = {(S), (J), (J*)}. Whence, for n = 0 if C, is not identically blue and if 
C, + C, , then C, is identically blue. For convenience, if C, = B, then 
we define: C, -+ C, iff C, = B. 
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Sequence of Lemmas Leading to the Proof 
Consider the ordinal ow. Suppose that [owl2 C R u B. Assume that: 
(4 there are no red triangles. 
We want to prove that there exists a 2 C w* such that 
121 =dJ and [Zlz C B. 
Let H(n, 2) be the following statement: Z C ww, / 2 1 = ww and for every 
bounded subset X of Z of type wn and every subset Y of Z of type MJ, 
there are a subset X of X of type mn and a subset P of Y of type w” such that 
XnP=O and XxyCB. 
By an earlier result of Erdbs, wzn+l + (un+l, 4)2 and whence 
dn+l-+ (d+l, 312, 
it will be sufficient to prove that: 
(1) for each n < o, there exists a Z such that H(n, Z). 
We shall prove this statement (1) by induction on n. For n = 0 it is evident 
that 
there exists a Z such that H(0, Z). 
Assume that the statement (1) is true for n, i.e., there exists a Z such that 
H(n, Z). By reindexing Z, we may as well assume that 
cS> H(n, co”). 
The assumptions (a) and (/3) will play a crucial role in the proofs of the 
following lemmas: 
NORMAL FORM LEMMA. Given any array X x Y where XC OJO, Y C wW, 
IXJ=c#+l,and( Yl=ww, then X x Y can be reduced to normal form. 
The proof of this requires (18). 
SUPER FORM LEMMA. Given any array X x Y of type cun+l x 0~ in 
normal form, then it can be reduced to super form. 
The proof of this also requires (~3). 
TRANSITIVITY LEMMA. Suppose that X x Y is an array of type un+l x ww 
in super form given by C. Let X be a bounded subset of Y of type OJ”+~ and 
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let Y be a subset of Y of type ww dkjoint from x. Then the array x x F 
(of type w”+l x ww) can be reduced to a super form given by e and C -+ e. 
The proof of this requires both (a) and (p). 
WELL-F• UNDEDNESS (OF -) LEMMA. If C,,C,,...,C,,...is a sequence 
of functions in SFnfl such that 
thenfrom some point m, on every C,, m 3 m, , is identically blue (C, = B). 
Armed with these lemmas let us finish the proof of the theorem. So we 
want to prove that 
M there exists a 2 such that H(n + 1,Z). 
Suppose to the contrary that (7) is false, that is, for every 2, H(n + 1,Z) 
fails to hold. Then certainly it is not the case that H(n + 1, OJ”). This 
means that there are a bounded subset X of w” of type OJV+~ and a subset 
Y of w* of type ww such that the following property P holds for X and Y: 
P(X, Y): For all subsets x of X of type un+l and all subsets H of Y of 
type w”,x x Pp B. 
-- 
Notice that property P is hereditary, i.e., if P(X, Y) and X, Y are subsets of 
X, Y of types w”+r, ww, respectively, then P(x, n. By the super form 
lemma, the array X x Y can be reduced to an array 
X,, x Y, in super form given by C,, and P(X,, , Y,,). 
Since 1 YO / = ww we see that H(n + 1, Y,,) fails. Whence, by going 
through exactly the same argument as above, but using the transitivity 
lemma this time, there are subsets XI , YI of Y,, of types oP+~, O.P such that 
the array 
XI x YI is in super form C, , C,, + C, , and P(X, , Yl). 
Continuing in this way, we shall arrive at an infinite sequence of arrays 
X, x Y, in super form given by C, , m < w, 
such that 
co-+ c-l-+ **- --t cm-t “‘) and JvTn , Ll for all m. 
By the well-foundedness lemma some C, = B. Whence 
X, x Y,CB and P(X, , Y,) cannot hold. 
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This contradicts the assumption that (y) fails. So (r) must hold and 
the induction is complete. So (1) holds. 
We now construct sequences of subsets of ww, 
x0 3 Xl ,.*-, x, ,***, each I X, 1 = mn, 
Yo3 Y13 ***I Y,3 -*-) each 1 Y, 1 = ww, 
as follows. Since H(0, Z,,) for some Z, C w*, we let X0 be a point and 
Y, be a subset of type ww such that 
~o,yoczo,I~oI=~“,IyoI=~w, and X0 x Y. C B. 
Note that the hypothesis (a) still applies to Y, . Whence the statement (1) 
is true for the set Y, . So H(1, Z,) for some Z, C Y,, . Let 
~,,~,~~,,I~,I=~,l~,I=~~ 
be such that 
Xl x Yl C B. 
Again, (a) holds on YI , so H(2, ZJ for some Z, C YI . Let 
x, ) Ys c z, ) ( x, 1 = w2, 1 Yz ( = wo 
be such that 
X2 x Yz C B. 
Continuing in this way we see that the sequence X, , II < w, enjoys the 
property that, 
ifi#j, then X,x XjCB. 
Using the previously mentioned result of Erdos, we can now easily manu- 
facture a subset X C ww such that 
lX)=w~ and [Xl2 C B. 
The theorem is proved. 
1. EMBEDDINGS 
We collect in this section a group of results (not depending on 01 or #I) 
dealing with the technique of finding certain subsets of We of type w” 
and finding subarrays of o” x wm of type w” x wp. The main result of 
this section is Proposition 1 .lO. The problem is complicated by the 
following two factors: 
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(a) In finding subsets of w” of type un or subarrays of mn x wnL 
of type wT1 x UP, we would prefer to use only finite induction and not the 
usual induction on ordinals. 
(b) If the induction is finite, then we must have a way of handling sets 
of type w” or ww so that at the end of the induction we again have a set 
of type 0” or ww. 
The functions which will help us accomplish (a) and (b) are called 
embeddings and are described below. 
An embedding of wn into wn is a sequence (fnfnel .a* fi) of n functions 
such that: 
fn : co -+ w, 
fn-1 :wxw-+w, 
fi :w x e.1 x w  (n-times) 3 W, 
and each function fi , n 2 i 3 1, is strictly increasing in the last place of 
its argument, i.e., 
From this sequence of functions, a natural mapping of n-tuples of un 
into n-tuples of wn is defined as follows: 
We shall also call the function f : wn -+ on an embedding of un into an. 
Clearly the functions fi can be recovered from the function j. Since the 
subscript i on fi can be recovered by looking at the argument offi , we shall 
sometimes drop the subscripts i. Let k = (kn a** k,). We define 
f(k) = f(k, -*a k3, 
f (kn a.. kJ = (f(k,) .*.f(k,, **a kJ), 
j(kn *+* ki) =f(k,J +f(k,k,-1) + .** +f(k, *.* ki), 
f(kn .a+ ki) = p(kn *** ki) + (n - i). 
We sometimes abbreviate and write 
and 
f(k) for f(k, .a. kg), 
m&i) for p(k,, a.. ki). 
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Notice that the function h depends on n. One way to keep things straight 
is to remember that the functions fi (or f), 3, p have natural numbers as 
values, while the function 3 gives the sequences as values. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) Letj: o” -+ un be an embedding of wn into un. 
Then ( rng 3 1 = w”. If we were to reindex rng3 by the ordinal w”, then 
the kth (k = (k, *-a k,)) element of rng3 is precisely f(k, **- k,). 
(ii) Let XC, 0~“. Then there is an embedding 3 : un -+ un such that 
rng3C X. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is trivial. The proof of (ii) goes by induction 
on n and is straightforward. I 
Let 3 be an embedding of UP into We (n > 0) and g be an embedding of 
wm into W* (m 3 0). We say that 3, g preserve order (this has nothing 
to do with the well ordering on o” or 0”) iff for all k = (k, .a* k,) and 
all 1 = (I, *** I,), and for all n 3 i 3 1, m >j 2 1, 
K”i < ii iff f(k,) < &). 
Note first that the function h in the above line depends on m, and, second, 
if m = 0 or n = 0 then we agree that 3, g preserve order. If 3, g preserve 
order then it is immediate that for all k, 1, i, j as above we also have: 
ii < Iii iff J(Q < f(k,). 
The next proposition is almost self-evident. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that the embeddingsj : mn --+ U, g : 0 + orn 
preserve order. Then, for all k E w”‘, 1 E w*, 
(9 43W E(l)) = 46 0; 
(ii) 43W, i?(l)) = 4k I); 
(iii) if wn x w’” is in normal form given by C, then rng3 x rng S is 
in normal form given by C; 
(iv) if W* x writ is in super form given by C, then rng 3 x rng g is in 
super form given by C. 
Proof. The proofs of parts (i), (ii) are easy. As for (iii), the kth point 
of rng 3 is f(k) and the lth point of wm is g(Z), so the color of 
(kth point of rng3, lth point of rng g) 
is given by 
C(43V4 Z(O)) = C(d(k, 0). 
The proof of (iv) is similar. 
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The next proposition contains the simplest form of an argument which 
we shall use over and over again. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Consider the array wn x urn and subsets XC, wn, 
YC m wm. Then there are embeddings f : wn -+ wn and g : urn + urn such 
that 
rngjCX, rnggC Y, and f, g preserve order. 
Proof. By 1.1 we may suppose that there are two embeddings 
~:O-PQP and Z:wm-+@ such that rng S = X and rng f = Y. We 
shall manufacture two refinements of S and f, say,f and g, such that 
rng~CrngS,rnggCrngt,~:w~+w~,g:w~-+om, 
and f, g preserve order. 
The construction off and g is by finite induction. We shall construct 
by induction two sequences of embeddings 
such that, in some sense, the limits 
exist, and which we take to bef and g. The construction proceeds by stages. 
so that, after stage p, the values of 
h&n -a- k3, where & < p and n>i>l, 
and 
&dGrl ... a where ij < p and m3321, 
are fixed. That is to say, if p < q, then 
St& * * - kJ = f,(k,, *e-k,), $ <p, n 3 i > 1, 
and 
&(L3 * ** lj) = g,(Zm **-li>,i, %p,m >j& 1. 
Furthermore, we require that, if & , I?, Q p, then 
& < ij iff Jt&) G 6AO 
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The induction goes as follows (we may as well assume that m # 0, n # 0): 
Stage p = 0. This is divided into two substages: 
(I-Q. Let& = 3. 
(~5,). Consider the sequence (0). Notice that this is the only sequence 
of the form (1, .a- &) such that lj = 0. Since f&m> is strictly increasing in 
1, , let x be the first number such that 
G&) Z J,(k, **. ki) forall &=O,n>i>,l. 
Now, for each i, m > i >, 1, define 
&l.rum -*- li) = t*(lm + x, l,-, ,..., l,), for all (I, v-e ZJ. 
Notice that, after the Oth stage, f0 and g,, are defined and that if 
(ha a-* k,)” < 0 and (1, --* lj)^ < 0, then 
& G ij iff fo(kn *me ki) < &(l,,, +a* l,>. 
Henceforth, the values of Jb(0 *** 0) and g,,(O) are fixed. 
After the pth stage, we assume that J’@ and g,, have been defined, and if 
(k, ... ki)” < p and (I, *** lj)^ < p, then 
&$ < lj iff j,(k,, *** ki) < t,(l, a*. ZJ. 
At the next stage, we shall not disturb the values of fg(k, --* kJ and 
&& -*- 1,) if (kn --* k,)” <p and (1, *** I$))^ <p. 
Stage p + 1. Again, we have two substages: 
(K,+r). First consider any sequence (kn *-* kJ where & = p + 1 and 
ki # 0. Let x (depending on (kn -0. ki)) be the first number greater or 
equal to ki such that 
Since the function f,,i is strictly increasing in the last variable and since 
there are only a finite number of (1, *** lj) such that (l, *a* lj)^ <p, such 
an x can always be found. Consider now an arbitrary sequence (kn *me k,). 
If & d p, then we define 
If & > p, then there are a unique i, n 2 i 2 j, and a unique ki such that 
0 < kd’ < kd and (kn *** ki+,ki’)” = p + 1. 
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We now find the x corresponding to this sequence (k, -a* ki+lki’) and define 
Observe that, if (k, .*- ki) extends the sequence (kn -+- kj), then 
.&a+& - * * ki) extendsJa+,(k, * - * kj). SO~~+~ is defined and is an embedding. 
(L,+J. First consider any sequence (I, 0.0 ZJ where Zj = p + 1. Let x 
(depending on (C *** Z,)> be the first number greater or equal to lj such that 
M?TI *** 4+,X) 2 Jza+dkn *** W, for all 6i <p + 1. 
Such an x exists because g,,, is strictly increasing in the last variable and 
because only a finite number of sequences (kn **I ki) are such that 
& 6 p + 1. Consider now an arbitrary sequence (I, e-m Z,). If ii < p, 
then we define 
If Zi > p, then there are a unique j, m > j > i, and a unique Z,’ such that 
0 < Zj’ < Zj and (I,,, ‘*’ Zj+lZj’)^ = p + 1. 
Find the x corresponding to (Z, es- Z,+lZj’), and define 
Again, if (Z, * * * Z,) extends (Z, * * * Zi), then g,+l(Z, * * * Zj) extends g,+r(Z,,, *. * Zi). 
So g,+l is an embedding. 
Now, after the (p + l)st stage, let (k, -*- ki)” < p + 1 and 
(L **- I,)^ <p + 1. 
We want to show that 
l$ < ij 8 f,+dk) G iD+dzj). 
It is clear from the definition off D+l , gp+l and the induction on Ja , jj, 
that, 
if & < ii , then fB+dkJ G t,+,(h)- 
On the other hand, we also have, 
The induction is complete. 
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The definitions of 
go as follows. Given (kn -es k,) and (l, *-- Z,), let p = & and q = 8,) and 
define 
.fXkn *-* ki) = &(kn -*- ki), 
&Unl *-- Zj) = g,,jq, *** lj). 
It is clear that f, g are embeddings, rng j C X, rng g C Y, and J: g preserve 
order. I 
The proof of 1.3 is one method we shall use frequently to reduce one 
array to another. Another method is the following: 
Let X be an infinite subset of w. We define two functions 8 and J? 
operating on well-ordered sets of type an as follows (usually n # 0; 
if n = 0, then X(uO) = X(w”) = w”): 
ii+(d) = {(k, --- kl) E W” : & E X for all i, n > i > l}, 
&.o@) ={(k,-kJE&: L, B X for all i, n > i > l}. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be an infinite set of natural numbers. Then 
there are embeddings f : wn + w” and jj : wnz + w* such that J: g preserve 
order and 
X(oP) = rng f and ;p(wm) = mg g. 
Proof. Let the elements of X be ordered in their natural increasing 
order: 
x0 < Xl < .-* < x, < *** . 
To save on subscripts, we sometimes write x, = x(n). Define 
I 
A&J = x&), 
.Ukn a-* 4) = x(h) - x(k+d, if n>j>l. 
Similarly, define 
I 
&&) = a?d, 
gi(hn -*a lj) = X(lj) - x(i,+,) - 1, if m>j>l. 
It is clear that f, g as defined are embeddings. Let (kn .*a kl) E 0. Then, 
for allj, n >j 3 1, 
f<kn *-* ki) = x(&) EX. 
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Similarly, if (1, ... /,) E UP, then, for all j, 
d(C *** Zj) = x(Q E x. 
So rng f CX(0P) and rng g C&UP). Now let (yn -me ya E&&J~) and 
suppose that, for all i, n 2 i > 1, 
jji = x(pJ = the pith element of X. 
Note that 0 Q pn < pnel < a** < p1 . So find a sequence (s,, *-- sr) E UP 
such that, for all i, n > i > 1, & = pi . We havef&) = x(s,,) = x(p,J = yn , 
and 
fit&I *a* Si) = x(Q - x(&+1) = x(pJ - x(p,+l) = yt - $+I = yi . 
So3(&3 ‘** $1 = (Y, -** y,) and g(&) C rng J: Similarly, given 
(Ym *-* Yl) E -%a 
let 
& = x(pJ E x. 
Note that 0 <p,,, < pmml < a-* <pl , so we can find a sequence 
t&?S **-s~E0suchthat&=p,.Now 
&tsm) = x(&n) = X(Pm) = Ym , 
gi(&n ‘*‘SJ = X(W - X(4+3 - 1 = X(pi) - X(p<+l) - 1 
A A 
= Yi -Yi+l - 1 = yi. 
So ;p<o,) Crngg. Finally, given k~w”, ZEN, n > i > 1, m >j > 1, 
we have 
% 9 l* iff X(ki) < X@j) iff J(k3 < Nh. 
So 3, g preserve order. I 
Let C be a function in NFE . We can decompose C into (m + 1) 
functions Ci , 0 < i < m, as follows: let d E Or-’ and define (*) 
C,(d) = C(N), where Pd is the sequence (idnml s-s da. We see that 
each Ci E NF;-I, and the equations in (*) determine C completely. That is, 
given C, ,..., C, and d E 02 , we have 
Thus we may represent the function C by the sequence C = (C&r **- C,J. 
Note that any initial segment (C,, --- C,,) of C is a function in NF; and 
is precisely the restriction of C to 0; . 
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PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose that the array un x om (n > 0) is in normal 
form given by C = (C,,C, *** C,,J. Let t.@ be thejirst WP elements of 0, i.e., 
OJP = (I E wm : 1 = (0 *a- 01, **- i,)}. 
Then the subarray (~IY$,+~ x UP is in normal form given by the initial 
segment (C, *a* C,) of C. 
Proof: Consider the Ph element of WD and the kth element of (UP),-, , 
say 1 = (I, -*- /J and k = (kn *** k3. This means that we are really talking 
about the elements I’ = (0 se- Or, -*a II) E urn and 
k’ = (m - p + k, , k,-, ,..., kI) E un. 
We see that 
d(k’, I’) = d(k, Z) E D;, 
and hence 
(k’, I’) E C(d(k, I)) = (C, **. C,)(d(k, I)). 
So (w”),-, x UP is in normal form given by (C, s-e C,). I 
As a simple application of 1.4 and 1.5, we prove the next proposition. 
It will be useful later. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let (r, : p E o) be an increasing sequence of numbers 
such that lim 9-rmrD = 00. Suppose that the array u”+~ x C,,+Q is in the 
following form: for each p, 
the array (w”+l), x ~~9 is in normal form, 
the array W; x 
Then the array c#+l x C,,,w cm can be reduced to a normal form. 
Proof We define two strictly increasing sequences (n, : p E o> and 
(x, : p E o) by induction. Set n, = 0 and x,, = r,, . Suppose n, and x, 
are defined. We let n,+l be the least number y such that y > X, and 
r, >p + 1. We then let 
X 9t1 = n9+1 + (%+I - (P + 1)). 
Notice that x, < n9+l < x,+~ . Now, we were given that each array 
(r~~~+l)~, x w+% is in normal form. 
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So, by 1.5, 
(oJ~+~),~ x (the first 03’ elements of w’%) is also in normal form. 
Let us reindex the subsets of Cm&m given by the first UJP elements of each 
01n9, and write it as ww = &P. Then we see that for eachp 
(oJ~+~)$, x GP is in normal form. 
Since GY, with q > p, comes out of some wrm#, with II, > x, , we see that, 
for each p, 
Now let X = (x0 , x1 ,...} and let K = ~(ctP+l). Let 
&I = iov x,+1 - x9,x9+2 - x, ,...I, 
and let KD be thepth block of type UP in K. It is easy to see that K, C OJ~:, 
and 
WI, = c Kg = -%K~“+%,,l. 
P>P 
By 1.4 and 1.2 (iii), 
XJ(w”+‘),] x ;P,(SP) is in normal form. 
This shows that K x C&,(D) is in normal form. I 
If we examine the proof of 1.6, we see that it actually gives the following. 
Let the array mn+l X &+J rm be as in the hypothesis of 1.6. Since each 
(w”+ym x wrm is in normal form, we may suppose that it is given by a 
function C,m E NFF:‘. We may write each Crm = (Crm, --* Crmrm). We 
can now conclude from the proof of 1.6 that: 
(1.6’) there is a strictly increasing sequence (n, : p E w) of indices such 
that the array un+l x &O rm can be reduced to an array of type 
o”+l x ww in normal form given by the sequence <r,, : p E co> 
where each r, is the initial segment 
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The proof of 1.6 also gives the following: 
(1.6”) Let w”+l x ww be in normal form given by (C, : p E 0). Then, 
for any strictly increasing sequence (r, : m E w), the array 
mn+l x ow can be reduced to another array of type an+l x Lu” 
that satisfies the hypothesis of 1.6 and such that each (wn+l), x 07m 
is in normal form given by the function CT, . 
Both of these remarks will be used later. 
We will frequently want to consider subsets of wrn of type UP, where 
p < m. We will need a notation for handling such subsets, so we now 
generalize the notion of an embedding. 
An embedding of un into wllz (0 < n < m) consists of two sequences 
of functions (f, *.a fi> and (Fm *a* I;o> satisfying the following: Each 
function fi , it > i > 1, has domain w  x .*. x o ((n - i + 1) times), 
takes values in w, and is strictly increasing in the last variable of its 
argument. So far, the sequence (f, a*. fa does not differ very much from 
those in embeddings of wn into 0”. The functions Fi , n >, i 3 0, behave 
as follows: 
F, is a constant qn-tuple; 
F?%-1 : w  ---f w  x *.a x w(qndl times); 
FW2 :w x w--f0 x *** x w(q,-,times); 
. . . 
FO CWX ..a x w  (n times) + w  x +*a x w  (qO times). 
Finally, 
n + q. + q1 + -a- + qn = m. 
If we agree to use juxtaposition as concatenation for sequences, then the 
natural mappingf of an into urn associated with this embedding is defined 
by 
f(k, *-a k3 = (F,fn(kJ ~,z-hJfn-dkA-3 ..* fi(k .*. kd FoWn *** W 
Notice that the range of J is indeed an m-tuple. The numbers qi , i 3 0, 
are not required to be positive. In fact, when m = n, the definition will 
require that all qi = 0, i 2 0, whence we have an embedding of un into mn, 
as to be expected. If n = 0 and n < m, then the only function in the 
embedding is the constant function F, which is an m-tuple. We shall call 
the function j : wn -+ wm an embedding of mR into UP. Whenever it is 
clear from context we shall drop the subscripts from the functions Fi 
andf,.Letk=(k,.**kJEwn.Wedefine 
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The definitions of the functions 3,3, and E are trickier. We put 
f(kn a.. kJ = [f(kn ..a k,)]“, 
f’(k% a+* ki) = u(k, a.. k,)]^, 
p(kn e.0 kJ = [P(k, a.. kJ]^ . 
The function * is taken in the sense of urn. In other words, 
f(kn *** kJ = the sum of all the terms in the sequencef(k, .** kJ, 
f(kn *.* ki) = f(kn **a kJ + (the number of terms inj(kn *** ki) - 1). 
We sometimes abbreviate and write f(kJ for f(kn **a kJ, f(kJ for 
f(kn *** k,), and P(k,) for P(k, *a* kJ. 
The next proposition is a generalization of 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. (i) Letf: OP + wm be an embedding of un into UP. 
Then 1 rng3l = OP. The kth (k = (kn =** k,)) element ofrngfisf(k, 0.. k,). 
(ii) Let XC, 0~~. Then there is an embedding f : wn + O.P such that 
rng3C X. 
We leave the easy proof to the reader. Part (ii) again requires an 
induction on n. 
Consider the embeddings 3 : @+l -+ anfl and g : UP + WQ. We say 
that 3, g preserve order (in the array mn+l x wg) iff, for all (k,+l 9.. ki) 
and (I, .*- Z,), we have: 
&a -dkd; 
if & < ii , then f(kJ < &Ii); 
if ii < & , then e(Zi> < j(ki). 
If p = 0 and p < q, then we require that e0 < f(kJ for all (k,+l *.* k,). 
Ifp = q = 0, then no condition is imposed on3 Ifp = q, then we simply 
have the earlier notion of3, g preserving order. 
As examples of embeddings 3, g which preserve order in this wider 
sense, let us examine 1.5. Given an array @+l x mm. Let 0 <p Q m. 
Then there are natural embeddings 3 : mn+l + @+l, g : ~4, + wm such 
that 
rng3 = (~~+l),-, , 
rng g = the first 0 elements of urn, 
and3, g preserve order (in wn+l x w”). 
The real point of the above definition, however, lies in the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Let j : gn+l -+ an+l, g : 02, + 09 be embeddings that 
preserve order. Let k E o n+l and 1 E ~9’. Consider e(k, Z) and e(f(k), g(Z)). 
Zf the jirst term of e(k, 1) is J*, then so is the jirst term of e(f(k), g(l)). 
Zf thejirst term of e(k, 1) is not J*, then 
e(k, I) and e(j’(k), g(l)) differ at most at thefirst term. 
It follows that, if mn+l x UQ is in super form, then so is rngf x rng g. 
Proof. The computation of e(k, Z) is based on the behavior of the 
sequence &+, , R, ,..., R; in the sequence 2, , i,-, ,..., 1 , i and the compu- 
tation of e(j(k), g(2)) is based on the behavior of the sequence j(kn+3, 
Jik3,...,f(kJ in the q-term sequence given by the q-tuple g(Z) and the 
function *. It is quite clear that, if the jth element of e(k, 1) (n 2 j > 1) is 
either J or J*, then the jth element of e(f (k), g(Z)) is also a J or J*, 
respectively. On the other hand, the third clause in the definition of 
3, g preserving order clearly guarantees that the same thing is true for S. 
If we now recall the definition of C E SFn+l, we see that, if @+l x WQ 
is in super form given by C, then the color of the pair (kth element of 
rng3, Ph element of rng g) is given by C(e(j(k), g(l))) = C(e(k, I)). 1 
The next proposition is an analog of 1.3, but slightly more complicated. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Consider the array an x 09 (n > 0) and subsets 
xc, d and YC, wQ. Then there are embeddings 3 : I.# + & and 
g : wm -+ I.UQ such that 
rng 3 C X, rng g C Y, and?, g preserve order. 
Proof. It will be clear from the argument given below for the case 
m > 0 what the procedure should be when m = 0. So we shall assume that 
m > 0. The argument here is just an extension of the argument in 1.3. 
We may assume by 1.7 that there are embeddings f : an + un and 
t : 6.P + 09 such that rng S = X and rng t = Y. We shall construct 
two sequences of embeddings 
and take 
3O , 3l ,..., 3, ,..., each ID : w* -+ w”, 
-- - 
go 3 g1 ,.'.S g, v**, each g, : UP -P UJ’J, 
3= ljz]@ and g= lizg,. 
It will turn out that the numbers q. , q1 ,..., qm which characterize f will 
be preserved by all 8, . So, after stage p, we shall assume that all the 
values of 
3&n --- k,) are fixed if & < p, 
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and, similarly, 
f,UWL *** lj) and G,(l, *a* lj) are fixed if i3 < p. 
Furthermore,givenkEon,IEwn”,n>i>l,m>j>l,ifk~<pand 
ii < p, then the three conditions of j’D , g, preserving order are satisfied. 
Stage p = 0. 
(K,). Let x be the hrst number such that 
Then, for all (kn -a- kJ, define 
h.kkn *** ki) = S,(X + k, 3 k,-1 ,..a, kj). 
It is clear that Jb is an embedding and p,,, <h(kJ for all (kn *** k,). 
(Lo). Recall that t is determined by (tn, a** ta and (T, *** To). So, in 
order to define g,, , we must define the sequences (go, -a* g,d and 
(Gmn a-- G,). Let x be the first number such that 
i(x) > /i,(O *** 0). 
Recall that (make obvious changes if m = 1) 
i(x) = (sum of terms in T,) + t,(x) + length of T,,, . 
Such an x can be found as t,,, is strictly increasing. Now define 
Go, = Tm 
Go&, --- li+J = Ti(x + I, , I,,,-, ,..., &+a, m > i > 0, 
&l&i -** li) = ti(x + I, , I,-, ,. .., I,), m > i > 1. 
Clearly g,, is an embedding of urn into WI. For & < 0, I!~ < 0, we have, 
if & < fj , then J(k,) < &( I,), 
if 2, < & , then GO( 2,) < f#(kJ. 
Let us assume that after stage p all inductive hypotheses are satisfied. 
Stagep + 1. 
(K,,,). Consider an arbitrary sequence (k, -** ki) where ki # 0, 
hi = p + 1. Let x be the first number greater than or equal to ki such that 
f&n ... ki+,x) > G,(l,) for all (Z, *-a 1,) such that ij Q p. 
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Now, given a sequence (k, *a* k,), if 5 < p, we define 
If & > p, then there are unique i, n >, i > j, and k,’ such that 
0 < kit < ki and (k, **a k,,ki’)- = p + 1. 
Using the x corresponding to the sequence (kn *a. ki+lki’) we define 
f,+&n *-- ki) = f&L a-* ki+l , x + (ki - ki’), kibl ,..., k,). 
As in 1.3, fP+l is an embedding. 
(L,+& First consider sequences (Zm *.a Z<), id = p + 1. Let x be the 
smallest number 3 Z, such that 
L&&l *** Z,+,X)]^ >fB+,(k,) for all (k, *** kj) such that F;j < p + 1. 
Note that the last term of the sequence g,(Z, **a Zi+lX) is g,,i(Z, **a Zi+& 
and this function is strictly increasing in X. Now, given any (Z,,, *** ZJ, 
if Zj < p, then define 
G Pp+l,rn - - G,,, , 
G ~+l,j-l(hn *** 4) = G,,dL *** M, (n >j 2 11, 
&+1&n "' Zi> = g,,j(Zm *" Z.j). 
If 2, > p, then there are unique i, n 2 i > j, and Zi’ such that Ii’ < Zi and 
So, using the x for the sequence (Z,,, *a* Zi+lZ;), define 
G ~+l,j-l(bn .** 4) = G,+l(Ln **a &+I 3 x + (A - k’), 4-l ,-*-, zj), (j > l), 
g*+lAzm .*- 15) = g,,j(z, *** zi+1 ) x + (Zi - Zd’), Z&l )..., Zj). 
Again, g,+l : urn + CI# is an embedding. It is obvious that, if Z& < p + 1, 
Zj < p + 1, then, 
if & < ij , then .h+dkd S &+lUA 
if ij < Z& , then &,+l(Z,> < fD+,(ki). 
So the limits f = lim,,, Ja , g = lim,,, g, preserve order. I 
We next want to generalize 1.9 to the situation of arrays of type 
c@+l x ww. This generalization is very much like 1.6, but more compli- 
cated. In fact 1.6 is a special case of 1.10. 
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Letf : w”+l -+ un+l be an embedding. It is evident that rngf = U+J&) 
(f(p) =fn+&)). Let a number s be such that f(p - 1) < s <f(p). 
Then rngf n (uJ~+~), is a subset of (~~+l)~ of type @+I. This set also 
coincides with the image underjof (an+l ), . It is clear that there ought to be 
an embedding t; : (uJ”+~)~ ---f (w”+~)~ such that rng f; = rngj n (uP+~)~ = 
(image of (&+l), under T). In fact, given k = (k,+1 *a. k,) E (w”+~)~ , 
the kth point in rngfi is just j(p + k,,, , k, ,..., k,) with the first coor- 
dinate decreased by s : i.e., 
hn+dkn+J = fn+l(p + ha+3 - s, 
b&+,kJ = (fn+l(p + kz+3 - s,fn(p + kn+, 3 kA 
. . . 
Mkn+l 1-s W = (fn+l(~ + km+3 
- s,fn(p + kn+l , kJ,...,~(p + k,+l > kn ,..., k3). 
Symbolically, we can write 
@n+, 0.. k,) = j(p + k,+l , k, ,..., k,) - (so0 ... 0). 
When the meaning is clear, we simply write 
Wn+l .-- k,) = I(P + k,,, , k, ,..., k,) - s. 
In all of our applications, we shall deal with a sequence (s, : p E w> 
such that s, = 0 andf(p + 1) 2 s,+~ >f(p). Then we let the embedding 
fi obtained above from p and s, be denoted by fp; the sequence s is of 
course understood. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Consider the array OJ”+~ x ~0. Let (r, : p E w) be 
a strictly increasing sequence, and (X, : p E w>, (Y, : p E w> be sequences 
of sets such that 
Then we can construct the following embeddings and sequences: 
(a) There is an embedding$ : 0+1+ &‘+I such that 
wsf,+, C {r, : P E 4. 
This of course makes fn+J,p) = rp for some q and q > p and rQ 2 p. 
(b) There is a sequence (s, : p E w> (strictly increasing) such that 
s,, = 0 and s,,,~ = thefirst rq such that rQ > fn+l(p). 
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(c) There is a sequence of embeddings g” : ~9 -+ UJQ such that rng g” 
is a subset of Yl,(r, = SJ of type f.9. 
(d) The induced embeddingsp : (~~+l)~. --+ (~*+l)~, and the embeddings 
~9 are such that p, g” preserve order (in the array (~~+l)., x wan). 
Proof. The construction of each sequence (a), (b), (c) is by stages. 
After stage p, we shall have constructed 
f SPS9¶ and &, , O<h<p. 
Furthermore, the values of 
.LCkn+, v-n kg) are fixed when & <p, 
and the values of 
&-huh *** 4) and E;-h(lh *** I*) are fixed when ii < p - h. 
Also, if & < p, h < k,+l , and 2, < p - h, then, 
if Li - h < jj , then jp(ki) - sh < &h(&, .‘. &), 
and, 
if ii < & - h, then &;-&, “’ /,) <f’,(ki) - s,, . 
This last condition can also be stated in terms of the induced embeddings 
fk as follows: if & , fj < p - h, then 
and 
The proof, by the way, is only a small step from the proof of 1.9. 
Before we start, we shall assume without loss of generality that there is 
an embedding I: gn+l -+ mn+l such that t,+l(p) = r, and rng i = lJ,X’, . 
Since Y,, C ~~0 is a single point, we shall assume that all the functions 
g”, are constant functions on Y, . In fact, after stage 0 they will no longer 
play a role. 
Stagep = 0. 
(K,,). Let x be the first number such that t,+l(x) - s, > G (^ com- 
puted in 0~0). Then, for all (k,,, ... ki), define 
foi(k,+l *** kJ = ti(x + k,,+l ,..., ki). 
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j0 is an embedding of wn+l into mn+l of the right sort. Now fo,n+I(0) is 
defined. 
(L,,). Since g”, are all constant functions, there is nothing to do. 
Assume that, after stage p, all the inductive hypotheses hold. We 
first define sDfl = the first rq such that r, >fD,n+l(p). For notational 
convenience let gE:’ be any embedding of wp+l into UJQ+ such that 
rng 2,:’ C YTq(rg = s9+3. 
(K,,,). Consider any (k,,, *** kJ such that ki#O,&=p+l. Let 
x be the first number 3 ki such that, for all h, 0 < h < p + 1, h < k,+I , 
all (Ih *** lj) such that & <p - h, 
NOW, for an arbitrary sequence (k,,, *** kj), define f~+IsJkn+l *a* kj) 
in the usual way. j”P+I is an embedding of the right sort. Notice that 
(I,,,,). We have already defined g!:‘. We shall now define &,,-, , 
for 0 < h < p + 1. For each h, 0 < h < p + 1, consider the sequence 
tzh *a* Ij) where 2, = p + 1 - h. Let x be the first number 2 Zj such that, 
for all (k,+I **.kl)with&<p+landhdk,+,, 
Now, given any sequence (1, *** Ii), we define the functions 
h 
gw-l-h.5 and G+l-h.i-1 
from the functions 
&h,i and Gh,-h.i-1 
as in (L,+J of 1.9. As we do this for each h, the embeddings g”,,l ,..., g,“’ 
are defined and are embeddings of the right sort. 
Now let J = lim?l+cofD , gh = lim,,, g”, , and it is clear from our 
construction that, for all h, the embeddings fh, gh preserve order (in 
(fLP+1)8h x WQ). I 
The final proposition of this section is only a slight extension of 1.10 
and is left as an exercise. 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. Consider the array on+1 x o”. Let (s, : p E o), 
(X, : p E o), (Y,, : p E o> be as in 1.10 satisfying the additional hypothesis 
that n+ 1 <q<r,. Let XC,+lop. Then all the conclusions (a)-(d) 
holdplus the following: 
(e) There is an embedding !i : CIJ”+~ -+ WP such that rng A C X and 
J: hpreserve order (in &+l x w*). 
2. PROOF OF THE NORMAL FORM LEMMA 
We shall first show in (2.1) how we can manufacture a certain function 
C E NF: from an array 0 x 0. Then, in (2.2), we prove that wn x O* 
can be reduced to an array in normal form given by C. Finally, in (2.3), 
we prove the normal form lemma for arrays tin+l x w”. The assumption 
(rs) is used in (2.3), but not used in (2.1), (2.2). Assumption (a) is not 
used in this section. 
2.1. Construction of the Function C 
Suppose that the array o@ x on” C R v B. Let k E W* and I E UP. 
We arrange the elements $ , n > i > 1, and 2, , m > j > 1, into an 
(n + m)-termed sequence as follows: we let 
&ddLj, if i >j; 
2, <a b , if i > j; 
& (a i*, if I$$ < I$; 
b Cd&, if 1j < E, . 
Notice that this arrangement of the numbers is just what gives rise to the 
sequence d(k, 2). We shall denote this (n + m)-termed sequence arranged in 
increasing <,-order by S(k, 2). The elements of S(k, 1) are in their natural 
increasing order. If (kn a-* k,) and (Zm *a- Z,) are initial segments of k and 1, 
then S((k, *-- k,), (lm --a Q) is simply the subsequence of S(k, Z) determined 
by the elements & ,..., & and L ,..., lj . It is clear what S(k, Z) should be 
if either k is empty or 1 is empty. If both k = 2 = 0, then S(k, I) = 0. 
Given any sequence (x, ---xl)ofnumbers,p=n+m, and anydEDk, 
we define 
S% . ..x3={(k.Z):k~~~,Z~~~,d=d(k,I),(x,,...x3=S(k,I)}. 
Note that, 
if Sd(x, --- x1) # 0, then x, < xsol d --- < xl and Sd(x, a-* x3 
has exactly one pair (k, 2) as element; 
if x, < x,-~ < a*- < x1 , then Sd(x,, -a- x1) # 0. 
582a/r2/3-8 
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In what follows let c be a variable ranging in {R, B}, and let X, Y, Z,... 
(with subscripts) range over infinite subsets of w. Let the statements 
Pf , 0 < i <p, in the variables X, c, x, ,..., xifl be defined as follows: 
The definition is by induction on i. (To save writing, we shall use some of 
the standard logical notation such as: 3 denotes “there exists”; V denotes 
“for all”; each x E w  is identified with the set of smaller numbers; X - x 
denotes the set-difference of X and x.) Let 
Po”(X; c; x, *** x1) = (Sd(X41 .** x1) c c). 
Assume that P,“(X; c; x, **a xi+3 is defined. Let 
Pf+,(X; c; x, *.. Xifp) = 3y,+1 vxi,, E x - yi+lPf(x, c; x, *.. Xi+x). 
Note that, when i = p, Pi(X; c) has only the two variables X and c free. 
Since we start out with the array w” x w” C R u B, we clearly have 
vx vx, *a* Xl %Pod(X; c; x, **. x1). 
Let now X0 be any fixed infinite set. Then 
vx, --- x1 ScP,d(X,; c; x, a.. Xl), 
We shall prove by induction that 
(1) for all i, 0 < i <p, 3Xi Vx, --- xi+l 3cPf(Xi; c; x, ..* xa+l). 
This is already true for i = 0. So let us assume it for i - 1 (i 2 1) and 
prove it for i. Our assumption gives us 
(2) 3X,-l vx, -** xi 3cPfsl(xi,; c; x, *-- xc). 
We fix X,-1 . We well order all the sequences (x, *+a xi+3 in a simple 
infinite list z0 , z1 ,..., z, ,... . We shall prove that there is an infinite 
sequence 
such that 
(3) for all n, jc Vxi e Y,Pid_l(X,,; c; 2,“~~). 
The assertion (3) is again proved by induction on n. For II = 0, we fix z, . 
Letting xt range in the infinite set X,-, , we can find by (2) a Y0 C X6-, , Y, 
infinite, such that 
3c vxi E Y,P,d_,(X&,; c; z,“xr). 
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Assume that Y, C Y,, has been found so that (3) holds for n. Let us Gx 
Z n+l and by letting x< range in Y, , we use (2) to find Y,+l C Y, such that 
3c vxj E Yn+&L1(X,-,; c; Z,+,“Xj). 
So (3) is proved. We now deline the diagonal set Xi = {r, *a. r, *a*} by 
setting 
r, = the first element of Y, - {rO *** r,-l}. 
Clearly, Xi C Xi-1 , (r,r,+l **a} C Y, , and 
(4) %I "'Xi+1 3C 3,Vj VXi E Xi - yiPf-l(X&l; C; X, “’ Xi). 
Now, by a separate (easy) induction, we can prove that, if Y C X, then 
P&(X; c; x, *** Xj) 
This together with (4) give 
implies P,“_,( Y; c; x, *** xi). 
So (1) is proved. 
When i = p, we have 3X3cPg(X; c). Pick an X = Xd and c = cd 
such that Pg(X,; cd). We have now found the value of C(d) = cd . The 
set DE is finite, so doing this for successive d’s in 0: (starting with 
X0 = Xd for the next d’ E D$), we can tid X,+ C Xd and cd, such that 
PF(X,f; cd*), etc. When we are done, we have found an infinite set X 
and a function C E NF: such that 
(5) Vd E D:P$(X; C(d)). 
We point out that the X we end up with in (5) is a subset of the very 
first X0 . 
Since 0; is finite, if we examine the form of the statement Pz(X; C(d)), 
we see that a simple induction will enable us to push the quantifier 
Vd E D$ all the way in next to the matrix. Whence, we define, for the 
fixed X and C, 
Po(-c c x, a-- xl) = Vd E D;(S’+, a-- xl) C C(d)), 
Pi+dX, c; x, *a* x1+2) = 3yj+1 vxj+1 E x - yj+gj(x; c; x, *** Xj+1). 
Again, if i = p, the statement PD(X, C) depends only on X and C. As 
we pointed out above, (5) leads to 
(6) 3X3CP,(X, C) holds on un x 0. 
The reader should check for himself that the entire argument in this 
section is valid if n = 0 or m = 0. 
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2.2. Reduction of w” x urn to Normal Form 
This section is really not necessary to our development, as we do 
everything in (2.3) for w  n+l x ow in a more general setting. However, 
we think that it is good to get used to the notation and idea before plunging 
into (2.3). 
Let OJ” x om be given. We obtain X and C as in (6) of (2.1). Henceforth, 
they will be fixed and we shall drop the mention of X and C from Pi . 
We define a sequence of functions B, , Bl ,..., BP-l as follows: 
BO = the least y,, such that Vx, E X - y,P,&,). 
&-&p .** xi+J = the least yi such that Vxi E X - yi Pi-&, *** xi) 
if P,(x, *** xi+& 
= 0 if not Pi& a.* xi+& 
Note that the subscript on B indicates the number of terms in its argument. 
Given a sequence (x, *** xi), we say that (x, *.. xi) is suitable for C iff 
x, E X - BO , x,el E X - B,(x,) ,..., xi E X - B&X, ..a xi+,). 
Note that, if (x, **. xi) is suitable for C, then, 
for allj, p > j > i, (x, *a* xj) is suitable for C; 
P&x, *** xi); 
there is an ximI such that (x, **+ xi-J is suitable for C, namely, pick 
any xi-1 E X - B,-i+l(X, *** Ed). 
We want to prove that: 
(1) The array w” x urn can be reduced to normal form given by C. (As 
we are fond of using p for the variable of induction, let r = n + m.) 
Let us start with the identity embeddings S : 6~ + w” and t : urn -+ am. 
As in all other proofs, we shall build embeddings 
such that rng f x rng g is in normal form given by C. The inductive 
clauses are the following: After stage p, 
$, and g, are defined; 
all values off&& *a* k,) where & <p are tied; 
all values of g,(l, *** Z,) where fj < p are fixed; 
if Ki , fj < p, then 
hj < ij iff f&d < d,(4), 
and 
%3&a .** k,), g,(l, **+ lj)) is suitable for C. 
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For the definition of S( Ja(Z& a** ki), &,(Z, *a* I,)), see the beginning of (2.1). 
Since 3, , g, preserve order, up to & , Ej < p, the <border of the & , 2, 
is exactly the same as the <d-order of ~Jr,), j,(Z,). Notice also that, in 
general, 
Wkn * - - k&,-A (hn *-- Zj)) is an extension of 
Wkn .-a k,), (I, em- Zi>) ifF F;i-, > 2, ) 
and 
Wn *-- k;), (1, a*- Z,Z&) is an extension of 
W, -.- k3, Urn --- 0 iff 2,-, 2 & . 
Finally, one other important thing we must assume off9 , & is that: 
(2) all the functions f,.< , n >/ i > 1, g,,j , m 2 j > 1, are such that, 
given any (k, *a* ki+J and (Z, -** Zj+& the sets 
{f&L .*a ki+lkf) : ki E w}, {g,,,(Z, a*- Z,+,ZJ : Z, E o} 
each contain ajinal segment of o. 
The condition (2) is clearly true for the identity embeddings S, t. 
Stage p = 0. 
(KJ. Pick numbers z,z,,-~ v-e z, such that (zn *-- zI) is suitable for C. 
Then, for any sequence (kn *-- ki), define 
.fit@n --* ki) = zi + k# . 
Jb is now defined and satisfies (2). Note that the sequence S( jO(O -*- 0), 0) 
is suitable for C. 
(L,,). Pick a number z such that for all & < 0, 
z 2=.&i) and z E X - Li+d%So(kn --a kd, 0)). 
Since X is infinite, and there are only a finite number of & < 0, such a z 
can always be found. Given a sequence (Z, *-- Z,>, define 
isl,m(~,) = z + L 3 if j=m, 
gOAh “’ 0 = 4 3 if 1 <j<m. 
g,, is an embedding satisfying (2). Note that, if kf , & < 0, thenj = m and 
SC 3&a -a- k3, &,(Z,)) is suitable for C. 
Assume that ID , gp, have been defined and satisfy all the inductive 
hypotheses. 
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Stagep + 1. 
(I&+,). As usual, consider first sequences (kn -*a ki) where ki # 0 and 
ki = p + 1. Let zi be the smallest number 2 ki such that, for all sequences 
CL8 -*a I,), with & \<p, 
f&a a.0 k+d > M49, 
and 
h(kn *.* ki+,4 E X - &-(,+,+&Vt&z ... k,+J, &(L *.- MN. 
Since X is infinite, f,,t satisfies (2), and there are only a finite number of 
conditions, such a zi can always be found. After finding this zi , we define 
by induction ziWl ,..., z, as follows: 
ziml is the smallest number such that for all ij < p, 
f&n e-e ki+lwd E X - &-(i+j)+dWXkn -a- zd, &Urn -** W; 
zimz is the smallest number such that for all ij < p, 
f&n *-* ki+lzizi-,zi-8) E X - &--(~+~)+,@(.Lf,(k, --* a-3, &d&n -0. MN; 
ziPa 1s . . . . etc, until we’re done. 
Now, given a sequence (kn ... k,), if kj <p, we define 
fs+dkn **. k,) = fP,j(kn a.. kf). 
If I;i > p, let i, n 3 i 2 j, and ki’ be such that 0 < kg’ < ki and 
(km ... ki+,ki’)- = p + 1. 
Find the sequence (zizi-r 0.. zI) for (k, *** ki+lki’). Define 
f,+dkn ... ki) = &(kla **a kdfl , zi + (ki - ki’), ziel + ki+ ,..., zj + ki). 
To show ia+, is an embedding, we simply check that, if the sequence 
(kn *.* k,) extends (k, *-* kj), then SD+& **- ki) extends jD+l(k, *.* k,). 
Furthermore, j9+r satisfies (2). It is easy to see that, after (&+3, if 
&<~+landi~,(p,then 
S(f,+,(kn **- k,), &,(I, -a- &)) is suitable for C. 
(&,+a. Given (I, .-a &) such that & = p + 1. Let z be the smallest 
number 2 Zj such that, for all sequences (k, .a- k,) with Ai < p + 1, 
6lSL - - - h+,z) 2 fl,+,W, 
and 
&an *** 4+14 E X - 4-ci+j,+kX.f~+& a*- ki), &Vm -** h+d)). 
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Now given an arbitrary (Zm --a ZJ, if Zi < p, defme 
&+1,& -** z,> = g,*f(Z, *-* Id). 
If & > p, find the unique j, m > j > i, and Zi < Zj such that 
(Z, -a* z,+1zjy = p + 1. 
Find the z for this last sequence and define 
g,+1,& *** Zi) = &.i(L -*- I*+1 , z + (b - 4’1, h-1 ,*-*, Zi). 
&,,I is an embedding satisfying (2), and if & , ZJ < p + 1, then 
S( f9+,(k, *a- kc), g,+,(Z, *-- ZJ) is suitable for C. 
We might mention that the slight difference in the treatment of cases 
(K,+J and (L,+J results from the fact that the sequence & is increasing 
and the sequence .& is strictly increasing. 
After letting j = lim,,,$, and g = lim,,, g, , we see that, given 
any k = (kn --a kJ and 1 = (I, -a* II), 
Whence 
S(j(k), g(Z)) is suitable for C. 
~oN3(k), i30)). 
If d = d(k, I), then, sinceI, g preserve order, d = d(f(k), g(Z)). So 
and 
(.f(kh i?(l)) E Sd@(3(k), if#l>) C C(d)> 
(the kth point of rng3, the Zth point of rng g) E C(d(k, 1)). 
Now, the array o* x UP has been reduced to the array rng3 x rng g 
which is in normal form given by C. I 
Again, the reader should check that the argument in this section is 
alright if n = 0 or m = 0. 
2.3. Reduction of an+l x ww to Normal Form 
In this section we shall need the hypothesis @), that is, we assume that 
we are working within some set Y of type ww and such that H(n, Y). 
The proof in this section is only a little more complicated than that 
in (2.2). The reader should compare this proof with the proof of 1.10. 
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Given an array wn+l x ww, we write as usual un+l = 2, UJ”, and 
(JyJJ xzz c, w*. We mention here that there is a “one-shot” proof of the 
normal form lemma, in the manner of 1.10. However, it is more compli- 
cated and we would prefer to give our proof in stages. The “one-shot” 
approach will be indispensable in Section 4. 
We shall first reduce ~“+l x ww to another array, say tin+l x WW, 
such that, for all p, 
(1) &; x c c?CB. 
q>v 
We accomplish this in the following way. We define the sequences 
-R -n wo ,..., cop )...) ci$ c, w;, 
80 )...) wp ,...) / W” 1 = up, 
Y, 3 Yl3 *‘* 3 Y, 3 **a, 1 Y, 1 = w”, 
as follows. Let Y. = 00, let 3O be the first point of Y. . Apply H(n, WW) 
to the sets ~0” and Y, - 8O and obtain 
&I; c, co; and Y, C Y, - tie 
such that ci$ x Y, C B and / Y1 1 = ww. 
Let 62 be the first w1 elements of Y, . Suppose that a”,, &‘+I, and Y,,, 
are defined. Apply H(n, w”) to the sets w;+r and Y,,, - &~+r, and 
obtain 
--R 
W9+1 CT2 4+1 and Y9+2 C Y,,, - (;i’+’ 
such that $+, x Y,,, C B and / Y,,, I = ww. 
Now, let 6p+2 be the first uPf2 elements of Y,+2. So the induction is 
complete. Clearly (1) holds for the array 
Wn+l = T &“, and &” = ; WP. 
Let us now drop the bars and assume that (1) holds for our original array 
6Jn+l x 6.P. 
If XC w  and r E w, we have already used the notation X - r to stand 
for the set difference of X and r. Let us use the symbol X - (r) for the set 
of differences, i.e., 
X-(r)=(x-r:xEX and x- rcu}. 
If X is infinite then obviously X - (r) is also infinite. 
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We shall construct an embedding j’ : ~*+l+ anfl as a limit 
.7 = lim,,,Ja . 
Let the sequence (rD : p E w) be defined as follows: 
r. = 0, rp+l =fn+dP) + 1, for all p. 
Consider now the arrays (~%+l)~, x wrm. We shall construct a sequence of 
infinite sets X, , m E w, and a sequence of functions C” E NFPZ’, m E w, 
such that, for each m, 
X m+~ C -L - (r,+l - r,), 
X,,, and C” satisfy the statement Pr+l+,n on the array (Us”),.,,, x wrm 
(condition (6) of (2.1)). 
For each m, we shall define the functions B,“,..., B,“,,, associated with 
X, , Cm, and P”. We shall also construct a sequence of embeddings 
-773 .g . wrm -+ wrm where, again, each g* = lim,,, g:. Now, for each m, 
let jm be the natural embedding of (~~+l)~, --+ (o”+~)~, , that is, 
f “‘(km+1 -a* k3 = (fn+dm + h+3 
- r, ,f,(m + k,+l , hJ,...,fXm + L , k, ,...,W. 
Finally, we want the embeddingsJ5”, g” to preserve order on 
(aP+l)rm x f.b, 
and, for all (k,+l *-* kJ and (ZV, a-* Zj), the sequence 
S( fm(kn+l --* kJ, grn(lTm -*- Z,)) is suitable for C”. 
This looks like a large order. But, when we are done, we see that the array 
&+l x w” will have been reduced to an array of type UP+~ x Cm w+- 
which satisfies the hypothesis of 1.6. 
We shall define all of these things by stages. After stage p, we would 
want the following to hold: 
(i) The function fD is defined and all values of j,,(k,+l **a kJ where 
& < p are fixed. 
(ii) For each h, 0 < h < p, the function ga-, is defined and all the 
values of gi-& -se Zi) where ij < p - h are fixed. 
(iii) The numbers r. ,..., rs are defined. 
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(iv) The sets X,, ,..., X, are defined, with 
Xi, C Xi - (ri+l - ri), 0 < i < p. 
(v) The functions CO,..., 0’ are defined with each C” E NFz%+‘, 
0 < i < p, and (see (6) of (2.1)) 
Xi , Ci satisfy Pt+l+rd on (~~+l)~~ x curia 
P The functions B,,..., BL9 are defined. 
(vi) For each h, 0 < h < p, if (k,+r *** ki)” < p - h and 
G” a*- lj)- < p - h, 
then 
&i < ij iff fi (W < !L(U, 
and 
(vii) All the coordinate functions of jP and &, shall have the property 
that, as the last variable goes to infinity, with the other arguments held 
fixed, the values of the functions shall cover a final segment of o. 
Let us reintroduce the special notation (see Section 1): 
Y&+1 0.. kd - rh = Lfn+dk+J - rh ,fn(kn+lkn),...,fi(kn+l me. W. 
For the purpose of induction, we shall prove (vi) in the following equiv- 
alent form: (This involves the function $, rather than the induced 
functionT$) For each h, 0 < h < p, if 
(k n+1 --. ki)” < p, (I,, ... Ii) < p - h, h G kn+l , 
then 
Ri - h < ij iff f&d - rh < &-I&), 
and 
W,(k,+, *** k) - rh , &drn **a 4)) 
We proceed by stages. 
Stagep = 0. 
is suitable for Ch. 
Define r, = 0. For the array mn+l x w”, find an X0, Co (by 2.1) such 
that Co E NFt+l and 
X0 , Co satisfy the statement Pi,, . 
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Define the functions g,..., BE as in (2.2) and also the notion of being 
suitable for Co. So far conditions (iii), (iv), (v) for p = 0 are satisfied. 
(X0). We define j. in exactly the same way we did for the case (&) 
in (2.2), except we use the statement PE,, and the functions Bi ,..., Bi . 
(Lo). Since 00 is a single point, we simply take g,” (and all succeeding 8:) 
to be the identity. 
After stage 0, all conditions (i)-(vii) hold for p = 0. 
Assume that after stage p, all conditions (i)-(vii) hold for p. 
Stagep + 1. 
Define rp+l = fs.n+l(~) + 1. 
Consider the array (~~+l)~.+~ x UQ+~. Start with the infinite set 
X, - (T~+~ - r9) (the set of differences x - (T,,+~ - r9) with x E X,), 
by the result in (2.1), find 
and a function C’+l E NFF9:t , such that they satisfy the statement 
pp+l 
n+r,+,+l * Now detie the functions B:+l,..., B~~~9+l as in (2.2). 
Before we go on to (X9+&, we want to point out something about the 
sets X0 , X1 ,..., X,,, . Let 
X,+(r)=(x+r:xEX}. 
A simple induction will show that, for 0 < h <p + 1, 
.&,l + (h+J c xl& + (QJ- 
Whence, given any numbers b, ,..., b,,, , there will be an infinite number 
of x’s such that 
x-roEX,,--bo, 
x - r, E Xl - bl , 
x - rD+l E X,+, - Ll . 
In particular then, if we have a functionf(z) whose range covers a final 
segment of w, then there will be a z such that f(z) - rh E X,, - b, for all 
h,O<h<p+l. 
(K,+J. Due to a fault in our notation, we shall have to divide the defi- 
nition ofJ9+l into two cases. 
Let a sequence (k,+1 **a ki) where ki # 0 and $ = p + 1 be given. 
If i = IZ + 1, then the sequence is (p + l), otherwise i < n + 1. 
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Suppose that i = II + 1. Let z,+~ be the first number > p + 1 such that 
fin+&n+l) - rp+1 E x,+1 - G+l, 
and, for all h, 0 < h < p, and all (IT, *.* lj) such that ij < p - h, 
f~.n+l(~~~+l) > &b(z3) + rh 7 
and 
Since the number of conditions is finite, by our remarks before (J&+3, 
such a z,+~ can always be found. Here we use (v). Once z,+~ is found, we 
find z, , z,,-~ ,..., z1 in the following manner: suppose that zi has been 
found, 1 < i < n + 1, then let zdml be the first number such that 
Suppose that i -=c n + 1. Then k,+l < p. Let zi be the first number > ki 
such that for all h, 0 < h < k,+l , and all (/rn *** Ij) where & <p - h, 
f&n+l --- k,+lzJ > &dh) + rh , 
and 
The definition of the sequence zieI ,..., z, is an exact analog of what 
happened above, except we restrict h < k,+l . 
Given any (k,,, *-* ki) we now defbre fP+l,f(kn+l a-* k3) as in (f&+3 
of 2.2. So$,+, is defined. We see that we essentially have “half” of con- 
ditions (i)-(vii) for p + 1. 
(L,+& First let g-I P+1 be the identity embedding of w+~+I --+ o+o+l. 
Given an h, 0 < h < p + 1, and a sequence (Zr* *em lj) such that 
.!, = p - h + 1. Let z be the first number 2 Z, such that, for all (k,+l a** kd) 
where & < p + 1 and k,+l > h, 
&h(z?h * ” 13+& 2 fixa+, - rh , 
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Notice that here we do not have a problem of satisfying a large number of 
inequalities, as h is tied. 
NOW define gt-h+l,i(lr, **- 1J in the standard way, depending on 
whether I?~ < p or I?~ > p. Now all functions gi-,,+l , 0 < h < p + 1, 
have been defined. 
It is evident that, after stage (p + l), all of the conditions (i)-(vii) 
hold for p + 1. When we finish the induction, the functions f and g” are 
all defined. It is again clear that f m, g” preserve order on (&‘+l)r% x w7m, 
and that 
It now follows (look at the proof of (2.2)) that 
rngfm x mg g” is in normal form given by Cm. 
Since the mth block of UP in rng f comes from w&, , and rm+l = f(m) + 1, 
we see that, by our previous arrangement, 
(mth block of rng j) x c mg g” C B. 
1)>111 
So an+l x ww has been reduced to an array of form ~n+l x & arm 
which satisfies the hypothesis of 1.6. We now simply apply 1.6, and the 
array w”+l x w” has been reduced to normal form. 
3. PROOF OF THE SUPER FORM LEMMA 
The results in this section do not involve directly (CL) or @), but we do 
use the normal form lemma. 
Assume that @+l x ww is in normal form given by a functionn E NFE+l. 
This means that L7 = (C, : m E w> where each C, E NFz+‘. By the jdis- 
cussion before 1.5, we can represent each 
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with each Cmi E NFS . We now consider the following pyramidal repre- 
sentation of 17: 
Each row of the pyramid represents some C, , and every entry in the jth 
column, C,,,i , belongs to NF;. The diagonal of the pyramid is clearly 
an element of NFZ: , and we denote it by 17, : l7, = (C,, : m E w). The 
subdiagonal of the pyramid is another element of NFZ , which we shall 
denote by fl., : 17J = (Cm+l,n : m E w). (The subscripts S and J have 
to do with the symbols S and J in the definition of super forms.) 
We say that the sequence I7 is a chain iff each C, = (C,, ... C,,) 
is an initial segment of C,,, = (C,,,,, *.* Cm+l,lra+l). Looking at the 
pyramid of 17, this means that all the columns have identical entries. 
If 17 is a chain, then the sequences 17S and l& are the same. The sequence 
Ii’ E NF&+l is said to be in diagonal form iff, in each column j, all the 
entries C& , m > j, are identical. It is clear that a sequence n in diagonal 
form is determined completely by the two sequences US and n,. A 
sequence DE NFZ is in super form iff all the elements Ci , 0 < i, 
of n are identical. Note that each Ci being in NF! is a constant and 
so can be identified with either R or B. Proceeding by induction, a 
sequence n E NFE+’ is in super form iff n is in diagonal form and both 
US ,175 E NF: are in super form. 
We next introduce some formal operations Ai , one for each positive j, 
on sequences in NF2: . We first define Ai on each NFZ . In what follows 
1 <j. 
If C E NF: , then A& = C. 
If C E NFg+‘, we first write C = (C, .-* C,) where each Ci E NFP, 
and define 
A,C = (A&, ,..., A&, , A&+, ,..., A$,). 
Finally, if 17 E NFZ , say 
I7 = (C& -*a cm *.*), 
then 
AjL7 = (A&, .-a A$+, , A,Cj+I a-.). 
Some simple facts about Aj are listed in the next proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) If m <j and C E NFZ , then A& = C. 
(ii) Ifc = (C, *** C,) E NF; and j < m, then 
(iii) lf II E NFZ: , then AJl E NFZ. Furthermore, the effect of Aj on 
the pyramid of II is as follows: remove jth row, remove jth column, apply Aj 
to all entries C,,,, where n > j. 
(iv) The top element in the pyramid of 17 remains the top element of the 
pyramid of AJI, and is also the top element of IIs , 
(v) If 17 is a chain, then A$7 is a chain. 
(vi) A sequence 17 E NFL can be put into super form by repeated appli- 
cations of Ais. 
(vii) A sequence II E NFz+’ can be reduced to diagonal form by repeated 
applications of Ais. 
(viii) For every sequence Il E NFzfl, we have 
If 17 is also in diagonal form, then also 
(ix) Any sequence II E NFZ can be put into super form by repeated 
applications of Ais. 
(x) If Il is in super form then A$7 = 17. 
Proof. Parts (i)-(v) are very easy and they are either obvious or can be 
proved by induction. So we start with (vi). Given 
there will be an infinite number of Ci , i > 0, which are all R, or all B. Say, 
infinite number of Ci , i > 0, are R. Then we simply apply Aj to II one 
after the other until all the Cj’s which are B are struck out. What remains 
is a sequence in super form. We point out that, even though we may need 
to apply Aj’e an infinite number of times, as the process continues more 
and more of the resultant sequence becomes fixed. 
To prove (vii), suppose that starting from an arbitrary sequence in 
NFz+l we have arrived at a sequence 17 E NFE+l which has its first m 
columns fixed correctly, i.e., for each r such that 0 < r < m, all the entries 
C,, with r < q in the rth column are identical. We now want to ti up the 
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(m + l)st column of 17. Well, consider all Co,m+l where q > m + 1. 
They all belong to NFE,, , which is a finite set. Whence there is some 
C E NF;,, which is equal to an infinite number of Ca,m+l , q > m + 1. 
Now just as in case (vi), we apply the operations Ai , forj > m + 1, and 
one by one eliminate those CP.m+l # C. When we are done, the resulting 
pyramid will have its first (m 4 1) columns fixed up correctly. Notice 
that the operations Ai , j > m + 1, do not disturb the form of the first m 
columns of 17. Also, more and more of the resultant pyramid is left 
undisturbed asj -+ co. This completes the induction and we will eventually 
transform all of the columns of the pyramid to the correct form. We note 
once more that, in order to fix up the P column, we use only operations 
A,,j > i. 
(viii) is obvious and we leave it to the reader. 
We prove (ix) by induction on p. The case p = 0 is just (vi). Given 
I7 E NFE+l, we first reduce it to a sequence d E NFz+’ in diagonal form by 
(vii). Since (viii) tells us that operating with Ai’s on d is just like operating 
with Aj’s on d, and d, , which are in NFE , by our induction hypothesis, 
we can reduce both d, and A, to super form. So A is reduced to super form. 
Finally, (x) has an easy proof by induction. I 
So far our manipulations with Ai have been purely formal. In general, 
given an array ~“+l x ww in normal form given by a sequence I7, it is not 
possible to reduce the array to another one in normal form given by 
A,Il. However, if the sequence II is a chain, then it will be possible. So 
we shall first prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let c#+l x ww be in normalform given by a sequence 
I7 E NFn+‘. Then it is possible to reduce the array to another array of the 
same tyie in normal form given by a sequence A E NFz+l which is a chain. 
ProoJ Let II = (C, : m E w>, each C, E NFl+l. Each C,,, is rep- 
resented as C, = (C,, .a* C,,). Since all the functions Cmi , m E w, 
belong to the finite set NF; , we have by the infinity lemma: There are a 
sequence A = (C, . mew), each Crne NF: ,and a sequence of infinite sets 
Y,3 Y,3 . . . 3 y, 3 . . . 
such that, for all m and all r E Y, , the finite sequence (C, ..* C,) is an 
initial segment of C, . For each m, let I’, = (C, *** &) E NFz+‘, and let 
d=(r,,,:m~w)~NF, n+1. We claim that mnfl x ww can be reduced to 
another array in normal form given by A. 
First of all, let us remark that A is obviously a chain. Let us define a 
sequence of numbers 
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as follows: 
r,, = the first number in Y,,; 
r 9+1 = the first number 3 r, in Y,,, . 
If q > p, then r, is an initial segment CT,. Let 
X = {rorl *-. rl, a..}, 
x9 = {O, rat1 - rap rPf2 - rD ,...I, 
X(dfl) = {k E d+l: k”, E X for all i}, 
.;Q,(oyg) = (1 E wcD: Zj E X, for allj}. 
for p 2 0, 
Using 1.4 and the remark (1.6’7, we see that unfl x ww can be reduced 
to the array 
so that 
and 
(X(W”+~)), X XD(J9) is in normal form CTP , 
(the pth block of x(w”+l)) x C k&w’*) C B. 
92P 
Now we put together 1.5 and (1.6’) to conclude that (one has to examine 
the proof of 1.6) the array X(wn+l) x C, -%?P(oc*) can be reduced to an 
array with normal form A. I 
We shall next show that the operation A3 on C E NFL can always 
be realized, i.e., given on x wrn in normal form C, it can be reduced 
to an array of type 0P x 0 +-l in normal form A&. First, we shall describe 
more explicitly exactly what Aj does to the function C E NFZ . For each 
d E Dzml , we define a E 0; as follows: 
if di < j, then & = di; 
if di>j, then &=di+l. 
Note that the sequence a E DE and ;2 never contains j as a term. We can 
establish the following: 
(*I Let d E DkmI and C E NF: . Then (&C)(d) = C(a). 
We leave the easy inductive proof of (*) to the reader. 
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Given w”‘, we define, for 1 < j -C m, 
A&J”) = {I E UP : I, is even, lj = 0, Ii is odd for all i # m, i # j). 
The intuitive justification goes as follows. Essentially, we wish to eliminate 
the influence of the term corresponding to UJ-~ in the expansion 
However, if we simply did this (i.e., set lj = 0), we mess up the normal 
form of w” x UP very badly. It turns out that the way we have defined 
&(w”) is precisely what is needed, modulo some minor adjustment on un, 
as the next few propositions will show. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let E be the set of all even natural numbers, and let 
1 <j < m. Then there are embeddings f : C@ + w” and g : urn-1 -+ wm 
such that 
(i) rngf= E(0), rngg = Ai( 
(ii) J: gpreserve order (in un x urn). 
(iii) d(f(k), g(l)) = &k, l)for all k E CIJ~ and I E mm---l. 
Proof. The definition ofjis clear from 1.4. Due to the special form of 
E, we see that, for all (kn -0. kJ, 
uf&h 0.. ki) = 2ki . 
The definition of g is a little trickier. Recall that g depends on two sequences 
of functions (Gmel **a G,) and (gmml *me gJ. We define 
Gi are empty sequences, ifi#j-I,1 <i<m-1. 
Giel = 0 (the constant function 0). 
g&-1 **.1,)=21,-,, ifi=m-I, 
=21,$-l, if1 <i<m-1. 
It may help if we see precisely what the function g does. If j = m - 1, then 
g&+1 *** 11) = (22@ , 0,21,-, + l,..., 21, + 1). 
Ifm-l>j>l, 
NWZ-1 “’ 11) = (22,-1 , 21*-z + l,..., 21j + 1, 0, 219-I + l,..., 211 + 1). 
Ifj = 1, 
~G?Z-1 *** rJ = (21,~, ,21,-, + l,..., 21, + 1,O). 
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Notice that, independently of j, the 0 always occurs in the jth place 
(counting backward, as usual) of the m-termed sequence g(Z,-, a** 12. 
It is clear that g : wm-l + CP is an embedding and rng g = A$(o”). 
To see that J g preserve order, we see that, given (kn *** kr) E un and 
(L-1 .-* zl) E w-1, wehave,forallp,l ,(p,<n,andallq,l ,<q<m-I, 
k”, < i, iff 2k”, < 2i, + 1 ilT 2K”, < 22,, 
and, of course, also 
ig < kp, iff 24 + 1 < 24 iff 24 < 2k”, . 
Now,f(k,) = 2&, and (the A over g is computed in CLP, and the h over 1 
is computed in urn-l) 
e<z,> = j(Z,) = 24 if q > j, 
6(zj) = 22, , G(zj) = 2ij + 1, 
r;(Z*) = &Z,) = 24 + 1 if q < j. 
From this (ii) is immediate. 
To prove (iii), consider the two sequences of numbers given by jp(k, WV* kJ
and g(Z,-l *** Zr) under the functions * and h. The first sequence consists 
of only even numbers of the form 
(1) 2&,2L, ,*.., 2&, 
while the second sequence of m numbers, consists of even numbers up to 2&, 
2i,-, , 2im-, ,..., 2ij , 
then followed by odd numbers, 
2i, + 1, 2ij-, + i ,..., 22, + 1. 
Regardless of whether j = 1 or not, the first change from even to odd 
occurs at the jth place in the m numbers: 
(2) 22,~, ,..., 223 , 2ij + l,..., 2i, + 1. 
When this change occurs, it always goes from an even number 2Z9 to the 
next odd number. Whence the sequence in (1) can never land a 21$, into 
the gap between 223 and 2Zj + 1 in the sequence (2). Using the equivalences 
written out above, (iii) follows from an inspection of the functions d and a.1 
We extend the operation Ai to arrays an x w* by defining 
Aj(w” x w”) = s??(d) x Aj(wm). 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that W” x cum is in normal form given by 
C E NFL and that 1 <j < m. Then Ai(wn x urn) is in normal form given 
by A$. 
Proof Let k E w” and I E w-l. Then by 3.3 (iii) and condition (*) 
before 3.3, we have 
W&f(k), t!(O)) = C@Ck 0) = A&@, 4). 
So, the color of the kth point of e(&) and the Zth point of Aj(w”) is given 
by AiW(k, 0). I 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that w la+l x ww is in normal form given 
by 17 E NF:+’ which is a chain. Then un+l x o” can be reduced to another 
array of the same type in normal form given by A,17. 
Proof. Let 17 = (C, : m E w). Consider a fixed j, and let the sequence 
(x, : p E W) be defined as follows: 
XP = P, if 0 < p < j; 
x,=j+2(p-.j)+ 1, if j < p. 
Let X be the set of all xg’s, and if we list the elements of X we have 
X=(0,1,2,3 ,..., j-l,j+l,j+3 ,..., j+2n+l,... }. 
Let 
and let 
x, = (0, x,+1 - xp )...) x, - xp )... }, 
K = ;p<to”+l). 
As usual we decompose K = C, K, and define (K), = &as KQ = 
.J?$((w”+~)& Now if p < j, then by 1.4 
R,((~JJ~+~),) x X,(wP) is in normal form C, . 
If p 3 j, X, = E, SO, by 3.4, 
Aj((w n+l)zP x ~‘9) = a,((~~+‘)&) X Aj(o?p) is in normal form AjCE,. 
So this process of applying R to w  n+l and T2, to 699 if p < j and A, to 
WQ if p > j reduces the array in normal form .H to an array (not exactly 
in normal form) given by the sequence 
(Ccl *.* Cj 3 A.jC.j+l 3 AiC’j+s ,...). 
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If we define r, = x, if m < j, and r, = x, - 1 if m > j, then we have 
reduced @+I x w* to an array of type un+l x & w7m given by the 
last sequence. Because 17 is a chain, it follows that if p < q, then C, is an 
initial segment of C, , and AjCD is an initial segment of AjCg . From this 
a simple application of remark (1.6’) will bring the array OP+~ x C,,, uCm 
into an array of type mn+l x ww in normal form given by A,n. I 
If we look closely at the proof of 3.5, we see that, in reducing an array 
in normal form 17 to an array in normal form A,Il, we have not disturbed 
the following points of UP+~ and WY 
If (kn+l .-a k,) E u”+l and & <j, then (k,+l *** kl) remains in&w”+l). 
If (I, **a II) E UP with p <j and 2, < (j - p) then (Z, **a Zd remains in 
Ks~p). 
It now follows that, if we apply an infinite sequence of Ar’s, say 
with 
one after the other, a limiting process takes place, and we can conclude 
that the original array in form 17 can be reduced to an array in form A 
where d is the result of applying the Ajm’s, in order, to n. We write 
A = (limm+m Ai )n. 
If we take an”?lnfinite number of sequences of type (l), and let the fist 
term of the nth sequence be Al no ’ with 
then the proof of 3.5 tells us that not only is there a limiting process for 
each sequence (Ajnn : m E w), but there is also a limiting process for the 
sequences as 12 + co. These remarks make the following proposition 
almost evident. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Any array OJ”+~ x w* can be reduced to an array of 
the same type in normal form given by LZ, and 17, considered as an element 
of NF;+l, is in super form. Furthermore 17 is a chain. 
Proof. By Section 2 we first reduce wn+l x ww to normal form given 
by U. By 3.2, we further reduce it to a normal form given by A which is 
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a chain. By 3.5 and the remarks following it we can reduce an array 
in form d to an array in form A&l or in form 
provided (j, : m E w> is increasing with limmem j,,, = co. We can even 
reduce it to the form 
(meaning clear) 
if each (j,, : m E UJ) is increasing, limm+m j,, = co, and (j,, : n E CO) 
is also increasing, lim,,, j,, = co. Now, by 3.1, particularly parts (v), 
(vi), (vii), (viii), and (ix) (note also that n + 1 is finite is important), we 
conclude that our original array can be reduced to normal form given by 
some sequence I7 E NFz+l which is in super form and is a chain. I 
Our only task now is to show that, if an array UP+~ x ww is in normal 
form given by I7 which is a chain and is in super form, then the array is 
in super form. To prove this we need to manufacture the function 
C E SFn+l. 
Let 17 E NFz+l be a chain and be in super form. This means that each 
of the sequences 
are in super form. In particular, if (KZ,+~ a** e,) is a sequence of s’s and J’s, 
then, for each i, n + 1 > i 3 1, 
17 e,+l...ej E NF;-l 
is in super form. We define the function C E SFn+l as follows: Suppose 
that J* occurs in e = (e,,, ... e,) and it occurs first at the jth place, 
ej = J*. Then we define 
C(e) = the first element of 17d,+I...c,+I,. 
Suppose that J* does not occur in e. Then 17a,+I...c1 E NFO, , and is 
in super form. Then define 
C(e) = the second element of I17e,+I...sl. 
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Notice that C does not miss any of the (two) constants in each f18,+1...81 ; 
this is because, by 3.l(iv), the first element of ncn+l...BnS is either the first 
element of fle,+l.. .8,+1 J where J = ej and j is the smallest such j, in which 
case the first element of ITe,+l...e2S is C((e,+, 0.. er+J* *a- J*)), or else, 
for no j, ej = J, in which case the first element of n&,+,..+ is the first 
element of 17 and is C((J* ..- J*)), since fl, = 175. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let wn+l x ww be in normalform given by a sequence 
17 = (C,,, : m E o> in super form. Let C E SF”+’ be defined as above. 
Then the array wn+l x ww is in super form given by the function C. 
Proof. Since I& = II, it is clear from the definition of C that it is a 
function in SF”+l. Let m E w. We shall show that the array (onfl), x urn 
is in super form given by C. Let k = (k,+I -0. k,) E (QP+~), and let 
I = (1, *** l,) E 6~“‘. Let d = (d,,+I *** 4) = d(k, 1), and e = (e,+l *.a el) = 
e(k, r>. We shall prove the following by induction on j: 
/ 
If J* does not occur in e,+1 *-a ej , then the color of (k, I) is 
0) 
determined by the d,ta element of 17,,+1...e, applied to (djml -.* 4). 
If J* = ej and no J* occurs in e,,, *-. ej+l then the color of 
(k, 1) is given by C(e). 
Suppose that j = n + 1. Notice that since UP+~ x ww is in normal form 
given by U, the array (un+l), x UP is in normal form given by C, , the 
mth element of l7. So 
the color of (k, I) is given by C&d,+, a** dI). 
If e,,, = J*, then kn+l > $ so d,,, = 0. So (k, I) E C,,,,(d,, **- dd = C(e), 
as C,,,, is the first element of n, which is also the first element of & 
which is the first element of n. If enfl = S, then d,,, = m. So 
6% I> E Gwdd, -a+ 4). Gm is the mth element of IT,. If e,,, = J, then 
d,,,, < m, so (k, 1) E Cma,+,(dn --a dI). Now C,,,d,+l is the d,+lth element of 
17, (as Ar is in diagonal form). So (1) holds for-j = n + 1. 
Let us assume that (1) holds for j + 1, n 3 j > 1. We prove that it 
holds forj. Suppose that ej = J* and J* does not occur in (e,,, *a- ej+l). 
Then dj+l > 1. Now, by induction, the color of (k, r> is given by the dj+th 
row of the pyramid of 17, applied to (dj -** d& Since ej = J*, 
kj > & , so di = 0. This mez;‘n’s’&k the color of (k, l) is given by the 0th 
element of the di+>h element of 17, (this is a constant). Since 
dj+l >, 1, and since 17,, l...ei+l is in dii.oizform, this element is simply 
the first element of f7e,,...e,+1J, which is C((e,+, -a- e,+,J* .** J*)). 
Suppose that ej = S. Then dj = dj+l . So the color of (k, 1) is given by the 
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dj+lth element of the dj+lth row of fle ...ei+1 applied to (djVl .-* da. 
Now this last function is simply the dj+,“z djth element of fle,+,...e,+ls . 
Finally, suppose that ej = J. Then dj < dj+l and the color of (k, I) is 
given by the d>h element of lTe,+,...ei+lJ applied to (djWl a** dl). I 
4. PROOF OF THE TRANSITIVITY LEMMA 
In this section, 4.2 requires (a) and 4.3 requires (/3). 
Our first result is an easy application of 1.11. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that the array OJ”+~ x ow is in super form C. 
Let X be a bounded subset of ow of type wnfl, and let Y be a subset of w” 
of type ww. Then we canJind a subset Z Cn+l c~“+l, a subset 1 C,,, X and 
a subset YC Y of type ww such that both arrays 
Z x x and Z x P are in super form C. 
Proof. Since X is bounded in UP, we may suppose that XC wq. Since 
Y is of type w*, we can find a strictly increasing sequence 
9<ro< *-a < rp < *** 
such that Y 0 wr* contains a subset Y, of type ~9. Let X, = or= . Now 
weapplyl.ll tothesequences(r,:pEW),(X,:pEw),X,(Y,:pEw), 
and find the appropriate embeddings j, b, g”. Let 
Z=mgj: X = rng h, and P= CrngjjP. 
P 
If we write Z = C, Z, , then we see by 1.8 that 
Z x 53 is in super form C, 
(Z), X rng gp is in super form C, p 3 0. 
It is easy to check that Z, x x,,, rng g” C B, because gn+l X ww is 
in super form C. I 
Let C E SFn+l. We define a partialfunction c on En+l depending on C as 
follows: For every e E En+l such that there exists an Z E E*+l with e 2 2 
and C(z) = R, we define c(e) = B. c may be defined on only a subset of 
En+l. It is still true that, if C(e) is defined and e and e’ differ only at e,,, = S 
and e;+l = J, then C(e’) is defined and c(e) = if(e’). An array UJ%+~ x w”’ 
is in partial form iff there is a partial function C such that, for all k E mn+l 
and I E wm, (k, Z) E i5(e(k, Z)) if C is defined at e(k, I). An array 0+l x w” 
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is in partial form iff there is a partial function c, such that, for all m, 
(wn+l), x om is in partial form C. Notice that nothing is said about 
the status of the arrays WE x C,,,,,, UJ*. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 1 X 1 = O+l and suppose that the arrays 
OJ”+~ x X and &+l x ww are both in super form given by C. Then the 
array X x w” can be reduced to another array of the same type which is in 
partial form C. 
Proof Let X = z X, and (X), = CDarn X, . We have that mn+l x X 
isinsuperformC.Since,givenk,ZE0P+l,n+ 1 >i> l,n+ 1 >j> 1, 
and m, we have 
we see that 
0) the array (wn+l), x (X), is in super form C. 
Of course, we also have, for each m, 
(2) the array (u~+~)~ x om is in super form C. 
We want to prove that, for each m, 
(3) (X), x 0 is in partial form C. 
If we examine the form of statements (l), (2), (3), we see that all we really 
need to prove is: 
(4) If mn+l x X and X x mm are both in super form C, then X x wm 
is in partial form C. 
It turns out that (4) is in general not true. However, it is true in case 
(5) there is an Z E E”+l with no J’s in (Z, a** Q such that C(Z) = R. 
(5) implies that C = B on E n+l (for all n, even when n = 0). Let us now 
give an illustration of our method, using (a) for the first time, by proving 
that 
(6) (5) implies (4). 
This means that, given un+l, X, wm as in (4), we have to prove X x UP C B. 
Let I = (I,,, -** 13 E X and h = (Am se- Xl) E wm. Suppose first that 
&I+1 = J*. Pick a k E UP+~ such that 
km+1 > h and k,+I > A, . 
sg2al43-9 
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Then e(k, Z) = (J* ... J*) and e(k, A) = (J* *e-J*). So (~,Z)ER and 
(Zc, h) E R, and, by (a), (Z, h) E B. Suppose next &+1 = 5’. Let cj = J* be 
the first place where J* occurs in .? (there may be no such) in which case 
every & = S, n > i > j. Pick k E an+l such that 
k n+l = k, = 3.. = k,+, = 0, 
and 
kj > & and kj > K, a 
Then, clearly (whether J* occurs in 2 or not), 
e(k, I) = 2 = e(k, A). 
Whence (k, Z) E R, (k, h) E R, and (I, h) E B. Finally, if ?n+l = J, then, 
since C E SFn+l, C((W, *** 23) = R, so we may apply our last argument 
and again get X x wm C B. So we have proved (6), and, in any case, we 
have taken care of all the argument in case n = 0. We have also disposed 
of the case e = (J* *-a J*). 
As we said, in general, (4) is not true. But a variant of it is true. We 
now describe the variant. It turns out that things will be simplified some- 
what if we first “fatten up” the sets X, in the following inessential fashion. 
We let X be a set of type un+l such that the I’ = (Zk+i * * * Zi’)th element of X 
is the (ZL+i , I,’ + 1 ,..., Z,’ + l)th element of x. We do not care about the 
exact status of the spurious points in 1 which are not in X. Notice that 
there is an embedding f : X --f X, namely, 
ma+1 *** 4) = (L+1 7 L + l,..., 4 + 1) 
whose range is exactly the set X. Let a point p be in X. Then it has two 
designations in X and X. If p has designation I’ = (Zh,, ... Z,‘) in X, then 
it has designation Z = (I;,, , Z,’ + l,..., II’ + 1) in 1. We let Zi = Zi’ + 1 
if 1 < i < n and Z,,, = lti+l . In what follows, 
the function & is always computed in terms of X, 
and 
the function Zi’ is always computed in terms of X. 
It is very important to notice that, for n + 1 > i > 1, Zi = ii’. Further- 
more, I?~,, < 17~ < f* * < Z1 . Notice also that the set (w), bears the same 
relation to (X), as 1 to X. We now take a look again at (l), (2), and state 
a weaker version of (4): 
(7) If mn+l x X and w”+l x wrn are both in super form C, then in the 
array 8 x 0, if h E wm, Z EX, and Z is the designation of some 
point p in X, then (p, h) E C(e(Z, A)) if c is defined there. 
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Note that the computation of e(Z, A) in (7) is in the array x x UP and 
not in the array X x urn (as Zi’s are the coordinates of p in 8 and not in X, 
althoughp is in X). The proof of (7) is quite simple, and goes as follows: 
Let us suppose that C(2) = R. By (5) and (6), we assume Z # (J* -a* J*). 
Since C E SFn+l, we may assume that 2n+l = S. Let e be such that e 2 Z, 
and let p = (the number of J’s in (2, ... 23) and q = (the number of J’s 
in (e, v-e el)). We have p < q. Let n + 1 >j, > *.* > j, be all those 
places in (e, *** e,) where J occurs, i.e., ejl = J ,..., zjQ = J. Suppose that 
p is a point in X with coordinates 2 = (I,,, *-a ZJ in X and A E w” are such 
that 
e(Z, A) = (e,+,e, -a* ea. 
We prove that 
(P, A) E B. 
Consider the sequences 
Ll 9 & ,***, & and &,, ,..., f, . 
Let Zj = J* be the first place that J* occurs in 2 (it may not occur at all). 
We define a k E w”+l as follows: Let k,+l = 0. Suppose that ki+l is defined 
for n 2 i > j. Define ki so that 
kc = $+, if Zd = S; 
6, = lj, if & is the rth J in (2, -a* ZJ. 
Finally, define k3 so that 
F;j > t; and Lj > 11 * 
We claim that (looking at the point p now with coordinates I’ in X) 
(8) e(k, I’) = 2 = e(k, A). 
Note that e(k, Z’) is calculated in terms of w”+l x X. The sequence 
& , n + 1 2 i > j, assume only the values 
09 4, 9 4, Y-*-P 4, - 
It is clear that there are numbers ii, ,..., Ai, from the sequence Ai such that 
0 < A+ < ijl < AiB < lj, < *” < iii9 < tip - 
Whence, independently of whether J* occurs in 2, we have e(k, A) = 2. 
Now, on the other hand, we have that for each i, n + 1 > i > 1, 
e,’ (computed in X) = & (computed in X). 
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NOW ij, > I,,, = i;,, , SO 5, performs a jump in the ii’ sequence. At 
each succeeding j,.,, , Lj,,, again performs a jump over the !i sequence. 
So, again independent of whether J* occurs in 2, we have e(k, I’) = 2. 
So (8) is proved. Since C(Z) = R, we have 
(k, 4 E R and (k, 1’) E R. 
So, by (CL), (p, X) E B. Now (7) is proved. 
Returning now to the embedding j’ : x -+I such that rng j = X, we 
see that (7) gives us: For each m, if h E UP, I E (?Z)*, I designates a point 
in rngfm = (X), , and e(Z, A) is in the domain of C, then (Z, h) E C(e(Z, A)). 
We now apply 1.10 to the array Z x ww with the sequences 
<X,:PEw); 
(Y, :p E w), Y, = wp; 
<r,:pEo),r,=p; 
the initial function 1 = $. 
Whence we have extended the embedding f to another embedding 
fi : I+ 8 and found embeddings g” : urn + W’m such that, for all m, 
fim, g” preserve order (in (JQBm x w’~). 
We show that rng lim x rng gm is in partial form C. Consider the 
1 = (k&+1 -0. II)th element of rng @ and the h = (X, --- h,)th element of 
rng g”. They are, respectively, 
~m(kz+, **- 4 and g”(A, -** ha. 
Since h is an extension of f,km(Z,+, .a* ZJ is a point in (X)J, and 
I;m(ln+l * ** lb are its coordinates in (w), . Whence, by 1.8, if C is defined 
at e(l, h), then it is defined at e@(Z), g”(h)), so (P(Z), Em(h)) E B. 
We have shown that the array X x ww can be reduced to the array 
rng ti x C, rng g” which is in partial form C. I 
We have now come to the hardest proof of the paper, although our 
metaproof is in principle not difficult. 
F'ROPOSITION 4.3. Let the array w M x ww be in partial form c. Then 
it can be reduced to an array in super form C where C C C. 
Proof. This proposition obviously includes everything we have done 
up to Section 3, as by starting with C the empty function, we would have 
the super form lemma as a corollary. First of all, let us list all of our 
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available tools and point out that each one of them preserves partial 
forms. 1.8 is the key to everything. It says that (in the case in which we are 
interested), XJ: g preserve order (in un+l x WQ) and if &+l x w* is in 
partial form C, then rng f x rng g is in partial form C. Using this we see 
that: 
(1) The transformations used in 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 all preserve 
partial forms. This goes also for remarks 1.6’ and 1.6”. 
(2) The transformations used in 1.8, 1.9, 1.10 all preserve partial forms. 
(3) The transformations used in (2.2) and (2.3) preserve partial forms. 
We might say a few words about (3), especially (2.2). Suppose that 
o”+l x ow is in partial form C. When we reduce un+l x urn to normal 
form in (2.2), we used two embeddings $ : o”+l-+ 0+l, g : 0 -+ urn 
which preserved order. We manufactured a function C E NFl+’ such that 
rngf x rng g is in normal form C. Of course, by 1.8, rngf x rng g 
is also in partial form C. The point here is that there is no collision between 
these two forms, the definition of C took care of that. 
We continue: 
(4) The transformations AAw”+l x w”) used in 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 
preserve partial forms. 
We can easily extend (4) to limiting processes like 
provided limn+ j, = co and (j, : n E w) is increasing. A similar remark 
applies to limits of limits, etc. 
All transformations used in other propositions all come from some 
operations in (l)-(4). There is, however, one thing that we have not taken 
care of yet, and that is the one place in this paper which used the hypothesis 
(/3) and it occurs at the beginning of (2.3). So we now show: 
(5) If an array un+l x w” is in partial form C, then it can be reduced 
to an array On+l x C, c3 * also in partial form C, but, in addition, 
for each p, 
s; x c CPCB. 
Q>D 
Once we have proved (5), then 4.3 is proved. We now resort to Q3) and 
the workhorse 1.10 for the last time. Define the sequences (r, : p E w), 
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<X9 : p E w), (Z, : p E w), and (Y, : p E CIJ) as follows: r,, = 0, Y,, = w”. 
BY @h let 
x0 CT2 40 and Z, C c a’, 1 Z, 1 = UP, be such that X0 x Z, C B. 
92-O 
Let rl be the first m such that Z. n UP contains a subset of type ~1, 
and let Y, be that subset. By @), let 
Xl C, wrl and Z, C Z, n c &‘,I Z, ) = w”, be such that X1 x Z, C B. 
P>Fl 
The process is now clear. We now apply 1.10 to the array UP+~ x ww. 
By the construction of 1.10 and 1.8 and our earlier remarks, the resultant 
array &P+l x C, fP satisfies the conclusions of (5). I 
If we put 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 together, we have the transitivity lemma. 
5. PROOF OF THE WELL-F• UNDEDNESS LEMMA 
The assumptions (a), (~3) are not needed here. 
Let (C, : m E w) be a sequence of super forms in SFn+l such that 
c, - G+1* If any C, = B, then we are done. So suppose that every 
C, g B. Let e E E"+l. We let 
#(e) = the number of J’s in (en a** e3. 
For each p, let np be the least number such that there is an e, #(e) = n, 
and C,(e) = R. It is clear that nD+l < n, . This contradicts that C, + B 
for all p. I 
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